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ABSTRACT
The three protein complexes known as the PCI complexes {19S Proteasome lid, COP9
signalosome (CSN), eukaryotic translation Initiation factor 3) play important roles at the
protein synthesis and protein degradation stages of gene expression. The PCI
complexes are defined on the basis of sequence similarities between their paralogous
subunits. Interestingly, physical biochemical interactions have been reported between all
three PCI complexes but the physiological significance of those interactions is poorly
understood. Two subunits of elF3, elF3e and elF3h, were confirmed to interact with both
elF3 and with the subunits of the CSN. This study was conducted to define the roles of
el F3e and el F3h in the regulation of translation during Arabidopsis development and to
suggest further testable hypotheses regarding the interaction between elF3 and the
CSN. To this end, two T-DNA insertion mutants of the e/F3h gene were isolated and
characterized morphologically and biochemically. The eif3h mutant produced pleiotropic
developmental defects including delayed growth, reduced meristem activities, and
malformed organs such as leaves, roots, fruits, and stamens. The eif3h mutants share
certain phenotypic characteristics with the csn mutants, including hypersensitivity to
exogenous sucrose, reduced elongation of hypocotyls and partial opening of cotyledons
in the dark condition, suggesting their participation in common developmental pathways.
A regulatory role of the elF3h subunit of elF3 was suggested given that the eif3h
mutation did not affect the overall efficiency of translation but differentially regulates
translation of a subset of mRNAs such as those of the transcription factors ATB2 and
HY5. Concerning the elF3e subunit, data presented suggest a tissue type specific
nucleocytoplasmic distribution of elF3e. In light of nuclear localization and nuclear export
signals present in elF3e, these results suggest that a dynamic nucleocytoplasmic
transport mechanism may mediate a regulatory role of elF3e during translation. Reverse
genetic approaches targeted to elF3e demonstrated a role of elF3e during the transition
between cell division and differentiation phases of Arabidopsis development. Therefore it
is shown that translational control of specific target mRNAs by regulatory subunits of
elF3 participates in the modulation of protein synthesis in order to control development
in Arabidopsis. The data further suggest a new type of functional crosstalk between the
machineries of translation (elF3) and protein turnover (CSN) in Arabidopsis.
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
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Parts of this chapter have been published in:
Kim, T., Hofmann, K., von Arnim, A.G., and Chamovitz, D.A. 2001. PCI complexes:
pretty complex interactions in diverse signaling pathways. Trends Plant Sci. 6,
379-86.
Kim, T.H., Kim, B.H., and von Arnim, A.G. 2002. Repressors of photomorphogenesis.
Int. Rev. Cytol. 220: 185-223

I. Seedling development
As non-motile photosynthetic producers in the ecosystem, plants have developed a
unique mechanism for the integration of large amounts of environmental and intrinsic
developmental information into an elaborately organized switching of gene expression.
This allows the precise operation of developmental pathways such as growth,
differentiation, and morphogenesis (Fig. 1.1 A). Environmental stimuli include
quality/quantity of light, water availability, nutrient uptake, temperature differences, and
attack from pathogen. Control of gene expression is achieved at several steps, from
gene transcription to management of protein function. Among the many important
environmental signals, light conditions influence almost every stage in the plant life
cycle, from seed germination, over seedling development, the morphology and
physiology of the vegetative stage, the modulation of circadian rhythms by light, and all
the way to the induction of reproductive development, flowering.
'Photomorphogenesis' denotes seedling development under light conditions. In this
case, the mature embryo expands to break the seed coat and all major organs of the
mature embryo begin growth by cell division or cell expansion (Fig. 1.1 8). In particular,
cell division activity is high in the shoot and root apical meristems, while the hypocotyl
(seedling stem) and cotyledons (embryonic leaves) rely primarily on cell expansion.
Especially the cotyledons immediately establish their photoautotrophic potential by
vigorously transcribing the relevant photosynthetic genes in a light dependent way.
However, if Arabidopsis seeds germinate under a layer of soil, or if light is otherwise
obstructed, seedlings go through a special adaptation step, called 'skotomorphogenesis'
or etiolation, to meet sufficient photosynthetically active light. Skotomorphogenesis is
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growth, differentiation, morphogenesis
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RBCS
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Fig. 1.1 Plant development and examples of mutants affecting seedling
development.

A. Developmental transitions are orchestrated by changes in gene expression
at the level of transcription, translation or protein activity, which are under
control of environmental and endogenous signals. B. The hy5 and cop9
mutants have opposite morphological and molecular defects in light regulated
development. Note how the cop9 mutation alters the regulation of HY5 protein
turnover (Osterlund et al., 2000).
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characterized by an elongated hypocotyl, an apical hook, small cotyledons, immature
stomata, etioplasts rather than chloroplasts, and repression of light-inducible genes.
Light is perceived by at least three different photoreceptor systems in plants: red/far-red
receptors called phytochromes,

blue light/UV-A receptors;

cryptochromes and

phototropins, and still unidentified UV-B receptors. Importantly, genetic factors to be
described below clearly indicate that the etiolation response is not so much a default
pathway in the absence of light but rather that etiolation requires dedicated gene
products whose role is to intercept and repress the default pathway, photomorphogenic
development.

Light

signals

are

processed

to

relieve

the

repression

of

photomorphogenesis to prepare the plant for photosynthesis and vegetative growth.
Over the past years, genetic mutant screens have identified numerous regulators
involved in the photomorphogenic process. Besides numerous mutations affecting the
activity of photoreceptors, the hy5 mutation identifies one positive regulator that induces
photomorphogenesis (Fig. 1. 1 B). The HY5 gene encodes a bZIP transcription factor
whose protein activity is light regulated at the level of protein turnover (Osterlund et al. ,
2000). In contrast, the COP/DETIFUS group of genes was identified as negative
regulators of photomorphogenesis. Among the functions of the COP/DETIFUS genes is
to maintain the dark dependent degradation of the HYS protein.
Many if not all classes of plant hormones contribute to regulating the switch
between photomorphogenesis and etiolation, as has been demonstrated using mutants
and other tools in recent years. A role for auxins in cell elongation has been confirmed
directly in the temperature mediated hypocotyl elongation response (Gray et al. , 1998),
but not yet for elongation in darkness; however, auxin resistant gain-of-function
mutations in AUX/IAA proteins tend to have shortened hypocotyls, thus confirming a role
for auxins in hypocotyl elongation (Nagpal et al. , 2000). Complementary to the auxins in
hypocotyl elongation, the lack of an apical hook in certain ethylene insensitive mutants
has implicated this hormone in maintaining the apical hook in darkness (Raz and Ecker,
1999), whereas blue or red light exposure may decrease the sensitivity of the hook to
ethylene (Knee et al. , 2000). Likewise, cytokinin application can suppress etiolation and
lead to a photomorphogenic appearance in darkness (Chory et al. , 1994). Molecular
crosstalk between cytokinin and phytochrome signaling is suggested by the identification
of a cytokinin inducible response regulator as a phytochrome interacting protein
{Taniguchi et al. , 1998; Sweere et al. , 2001). In addition, brassinosteroids are one of the
4

critical phytohormones in photomorphogenesis considering that mutants deficient in BR
synthesis display consistent de-etiolation in the hypocotyl, cotyledons and shoot apex in
darkness, aside from numerous other defects such as dwarfism under light conditions (Li
et al., 1996; Noguchi et al., 1999).
II. The COP/DET/FUS regulators
Several independent mutant screens have identified many recessive loci involved in
the repression of photomorphogenesis in Arabidopsis (Table1.1). These mutants show
photomorphogenic phenotypes even in darkness. Physiologically, several classes of
mutations can be distinguished. (i) fully photomorphogenic in complete darkness, (ii)
partially photomorphogenic in complete darkness and (iii) hypersensitive to less than
saturating

light

conditions.

Among

them,

the

copldet/fus

(constitutive

photomorphogenesis/de-etiolated/fusca) mutants, which belong to class (i), correspond
to the lesions in repressor proteins, which are themselves subject to direct or indirect
negative control by a light signal transferred from the photoreceptors.
Negative regulators of photomorphogenesis in plants were isolated by taking advantage
of the simple morphological difference between etiolated and photomorphogenic
seedlings during seedling development. Chory et al. (1989) isolated Arabidopsis
mutations that mimic the light developmental program in darkness and named them det
(de-etiolated). Deng et al. (1991) independently isolated similar mutants that showed
constitutive photomorphogenesis ( cop) in Arabidopsis. These were phenotypically
similar to det but were mutated at different loci. Eventually, a major subgroup of the
photomorphogenic det and cop mutants were revealed as partial loss-of-function alleles
of genes of the FUSCA group, mutants of which are characterized by severe defects in
late embryogenesis. Particularly characteristic of the fusca mutants are massive
anthocyanin accumulation during late embryogenesis (fusca=latin: dark) and, of course,
an inability to etiolate in darkness.
11-1. The COP9 signalosome complex (CSN)
The cop9 mutant was isolated based on its light-grown morphology in the dark (Wei
and Deng, 1992). Similar phenotypes of cop9 and cop 1 mutants indicated that the two
5

Table 1.1 Arabidopsis mutant list of repressors of photomorphogenesis
Mutant/
Gene

Gene identity/
Function

Category
Light signaling
light-dependent
nucleocytoplasmic
protein trafficking

Reference

Deng et al. , 1992

cop1/fus1

COP 1/
E3 ligase

cop10/fus9
det1/fus2.

E2-conjugating?
DET1
Unknown

control of COP 1
localization and affinity
of CSN5 to the CSN

Suzuki et al. , 2002
Pepper et al. , 1994

cop11/fus6
cop12/fus12
cop8/fus4
cop15/fus5
co{f:3/fus7
fus8
cop16

CSN1
CSN2
CSN4
CSN7
CSN8
N/A
N/A

components of a
regulatory protein
complex

Staub et al. , 1996
Serino et al. , 2003
Serino et al, 1999
Karniol et al, 1999
Wei et al., 1994a
Wei and Deng, 1996
Hardtke and Deng,
2000

Brassinosteroid (BR) signaling
det3

vacuolar H+ -A TP ase

cell elongation

bri1

LRR receptor-like
kinase
GSK3/SHAGGY-like
steroid Sa.-reductase

BR perception

birf2.
det2

cpdldw/3
dimldwf1
dwf4
dwf5
ste1/dwfl

BR synthesis

P450

FAD-dependent
oxidase
P450
,�/-sterol reductase
7
fl. -sterol desaturase

Schumaker et al. ,
1999
Li and Chory, 1997

Li and Nam, 2002
Schumaker et al.,
1999
Szekeres et al., 1996
Takahashi et al. ,
1995
Choe et al. , 1998
Choe et al. , 2000
Choe et al. , 1999

Auxin signaling
shy1
sh}Q
axr2
axt3

N/A

auxin inducible IAA3
auxin inducible IAA7

IAA17

eld1
N/A
N/A: Gene identity not yet known.
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N/A

regulate auxin-induced
gene expression

Kim et al. , 1996
Tian and Reed, 1999
Nagpal et al. , 2000
Rouse et al. , 1998

cell elongation

Cheng et al., 2000

independent loci must work together in the light signaling pathway. Starting with
biochemical purification it was eventually revealed that COP9 is the smallest subunit of
an a-subunit, nuclear, protein complex, the COP9 signalosome (CSN) (Wei et al., 1994a;
Chamovitz et al., 1996). Among the copldet/fus loci with a shared agenda in light signal
transduction, 6 demonstrated a lack of the CSN, whereas the three mutants, cop 1, det 1,
and cop 1 0, retained the CSN. Corroborated by the subsequent cloning of additional
CSN subunits, this result implied that the six mutants represent subunits of the CSN or
proteins with an important role in the integrity or stability of the CSN (Table1.1 ). Since all
6 cop/det/fus mutants are characterized by not only constitutive photomorphogenesis but
also pleiotropic phenotypes and, finally, seedling lethality, the CSN presumably fulfills
vital regulatory functions in various cellular processes (Table 1.2). In fact, the CSN is
conserved in almost every other eukaryote tested including fission yeast, budding yeast,
Drosophila, mouse, and human (Mundt et al., 1999; Wee et al., 2002; Maytal-Kivity et
al., 2003; Freilich et al., 1999; Wei et al., 1998; Seeger et al., 1998).
The human CSN was isolated during the preparation of the 26S proteasome. The
isolated CSN was associated with a kinase activity that phosphorylates c-Jun, IKBa, the
Rel domain transcription factor p105 (Seeger et al., 1998) and also interferon consensus
sequence-binding protein (I CSBP) (Cohen et al., 2001). In S. pombe, CSN1/Caa1 was
identified during a screen for suppressors of the cell-cycle arrest mutant chk1 (Mundt et
al., 1999). One of the major phenotype of csn 1, and also csn2, was a delay of S-phase
progression. Accumulation of Spd1, an inhibitor of ribonucleotide reductase (RNA), in
csn 1 and csn2 indicates a role of the CSN in degradation of Spd1 along with the CSN

associated Pcu4 (Liu et al., 2003). The S. pombe and mammalian CSN complexes are
capable of cleaving the ubiquitin-like NEDDB peptide from the CUL1 component of a
Skp1 -Cul1 -F-box (SCF) E3 ligase complex. E3 ligases direct the transfer of ubiquitin
moieties from an E2 ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme onto a target protein destined for 26S
proteasome-mediated proteolysis. Thus, the CSN is implicated directly in the regulation
of ubiquitination and protein turnover (Lyapina et al., 200 1 ). In S. cerevisiae, a CSN-like
protein complex composed of 5 or 6 subunits in'cluding Pci8p, a homolog of el F3e in
budding yeast, has been found as 250 kDa nuclear localized protein complex (Wee et
al., 2002; Maytal-Kivity et al., 2003). Because deletion of each subunit caused an
accumulation of Nedd8 modified cullin (Cdc53p), the newly found protein complex is
regarded as the CSN in budding yeast.
7

Table 1 .2 Arabidopsis subunits of the COP9 signalosome (CSN)

Subunit
CSN 1

AGI number
At3g61140

Conserved

Additional function in

Other

motif

other organisms

names

coiled-coil/PC I

inhibits MAPK pathway,

FUS6,

regulates RNA

G PS1,
Caa1

CSN 2

At2g26990

phosphorylation

inhibits AP-1

FUS12,

site/PCI

transcription;

Trip15

regulates interferon
signaling and R N A
CSN3
CSN 4

At5g 14250
At5g 42970

leucin zipper

I nteracts with IKK-y

COP13,

like/PCI

FUS11

PCI

COPS,
FUS 4

CSN 5A

At1g22920

CSN 58

At1g71230

MPN

I nteracts with c-JUN;

JAB1

transports p27kiP 1
contains Nedda
isopeptidase activity

CSN6A

At5g56280

CSN6B

At 4g26 430

CSN7

At1g02090

MPN

VI P

coiled-coil/PC I

FUSS

phosphorylation
site
CSNS

At4g 14110

PCI

AG I : Arabidopsis Genome I nitiative

8

COP9

Each CSN subunit possesses either one but not both of two conserved motifs; the
purportedly alpha-helical PCI domain (1 9S Qroteasome lid, CSN, and eukaryotic
translation !nitiation factor 3) or the MPN domain (Mpr1 p, fad 1 p N-terminal domain)
(Aravind and Ponting, 1 998; Hofmann and Bucher, 1 998) . In fact, all eight subunits of
the CSN correspond in a one-to-one fashion with eight subunits of the proteasome lid
complex, which - together with the base complex - forms the 1 9S regulatory component
of the 26S proteasome (Fig. 1 .2). The topology of the individual CSN subunits is
conserved between the Arabidopsis and non-plant CSNs and between CSN subunits
and the homologous lid subunits (Kapelari et al., 2000; Fu et al. , 2001 ). There is
additional sequence homology between CSN subunits and subunits of eukaryotic
translation initiation factor 3 ( el F3). Functions of PCI and MPN domains are still unclear
but possibly involve protein-protein interaction (Aravind and Ponting, 1 998; Hofmann and
Bucher, 1 998). For example, in the mammalian complex, CSN 1 interacts with CSN2,
CSN3, CSN4, and CSN5 (Kapelari et al., 2000) through its C-terminal PCI domain
(Tsuge et al. , 2001 ). Associations of the CSN with proteasome lid and el F3 go beyond
simple sequence homologies (Kim et al. , 2001 ). First, CSN 1 interacts with the Rpn9
subunit of the proteasome lid subcomplex in a yeast two-hybrid assay (Kwok et al. ,
1 999). Moreover, the Arabidopsis CSN appears to stabilize a free cellular form of the lid
complex (Peng et al. , 2001 c). In addition, direct biochemical interactions were detected
between subunits of the CSN and elF3 (Karniol et al. , 1 998 ; Yahalom et al. , 2001 ;
Hoareau Alves et al. , 2002).
Below is a summary of data on each subunit. While the full spectrum of exact
biochemical activities of the CSN is not quite clear, it certainly appears to affect the
logistics of cellular protein degradation and synthesis. The best biochemical evidence
available suggests that the CSN modulates the activity of E3 ubiquitin ligases of the SCF
group by the way of deneddylation (Fig. 1 .3; pathway 1 ). I ndependently, another
biochemical activity of the CSN recently proposed is a negative control of a cullin ligase
by recruiting deubiquitination enzyme Ubp1 2p to cullin (Zhou et al. , 2003). In addition,
alternative or additional roles of the CSN can be envisaged. For example the CSN may
modify transcription by phosphorylation of transcription factors or their repressors (Fig.
1 .3, pathway 2), or it may affect translation (pathway 3) or nucleocytoplasmic transport
(pathway 4). These various models will be re-visited after summarizing the experimental
data on each subunit.
9

1 95 Proteasome lid
subcomplex

265
Proteasome

COP9 signalosome (CSN)

Eukaryotic translation
Initiation factor 3 (elF3)

MPN ( - ) : Mpr1 p, Pad1 p N-term inal domain
PCl ( i - )

Fig . 1 .2 PCI com plexes.
PC I complexes are multisubunit protein complexes containing phylogenetically
conserved amino acid sequence motifs named PC I and MPN .
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Cytoplasm

Fig. 1 .3 Models for the repression of photomophogenesis by the CSN.
Repression may be achieved by one or more of the following processes: protein
ubiquitination via SCF complexes and proteolysis ( 1 ), transcriptional control via
phosphorylation of transcription factors (TF) and their repressors (2), translational
control (3), or transport of regulatory factors from one into another compartment
of the cell (4). Data gained from plant research are depicted with sol id lines and
dashed lines represent results from the animals and yeasts.

1. Results from individual CSN subunits

CSN1 : Previousl y known as COP1 1/FUS6, this gene product encodes subunit1 of the

CSN in Arabidopsis (Staub et al. , 1996; Castle and Meinke, 1994). CSN1 is onl y found in
its complexed form; like CSNB, the CSN1 monomer is unstable in the absence of the
other CSN subunits. In Arabidopsis, overexpression of the mutant CSN1 protein in the
fus6 mutant background produced defects in shoot meristem and flower development

with the reduced expression level of APETALA3 (AP3) (X. Wang et al. , 2003).
Downregul ation of AP3 might be the resul t of a functional interaction between the CSN
and SCFuFo complex. Mammalian CSN1 is known to associate with inositol 1, 3, 4triphosphate 5/6-kinase, which is now regarded as one of the major protein kinases
involved in the CSN dependent phosphorylation of p53, IKBa, and c-J un (Wilson et al. ,
2001; Sun et al . , 2002).
CSN2: In Arabidopsis, CSN2 is encoded by COP12/FUS12 and it interacts with the Cul1

subunit of SCFTIR1 (Serino et al. , 2003). Human CSN2, Trip15, was identified as an
interactor with the thyroid hormone J3 receptor and retinoic acid X receptor in a ligand
dependent manner (Lee et al. , 1995). CSN2 also serves as the major docking site of the
CUL1 SCF subunit in human cells and S. pombe (Lyapina et al. , 2001; Schwechheimer
et al. , 2001). Along with CSN7, CSN2 can be phosphorylated by the CSN associated
kinase CK2 and protein kinase D (Uhle et al. , 2003). Dephosphorylation of CSN2 and
CSN7 does not inactivate the CSN associated kinase activity but changes the affinity of
the substrate,

c-J un,

to the kinase activity. Therefore phosphorylation and

dephosphorylation of CSN2 seem to regulate c-J un phosphorylation and may be
controlling the activity of the CSN.
Another known binding partner of CSN2 is interferon consensus sequence-binding
protein (ICSBP; Cohen et al. , 2000). ICSBP is a transcriptional repressor or activator in
the cell' s viral defense response and exerts its effect by binding other interferon
regul atory factors (IRFs). ICSBP binds to CSN2 and cellular stimulation by interferon or
virus induces a phosphorylation at Ser260 of I CSBP. Phosphorylation of I CSBP by the
CSN-associated kinase triggers an interaction with IRF-1 and then represses the I RF-1
dependent transcription. This result is an example of the CSN as a transcriptional
repressor.
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CSN3: COP 13/FUS 1 1encodes CSN3 in Arabidopsis ( Peng et al., 2001a) . The allele
fus 1 1 - U203, which lacks an intact CSN, showed a mutation in a splicing site that

resulted in a C-terminal deletion of 44 amino acids, implicating the PCI domain in the C
terminus of CSN3 in holding together the intact CSN. The Arabidopsis CSN3 contains a
rudimentary form of a leucine zipper motif in the N-terminal region and a PCI domain in
the C -terminal region. A gel filtration assay revealed that CSN3 is only present in the
CSN.
CSN4: COPBIFUS4 encodes CSN4 in Arabidopsis (Serino et al. , 1999). The copB- 1
mutant has a premature stop codon, leaving a 125 amino acid N-terminal fragment of
CSN4, which is regarded as a severe loss of function allele. In contrast, fus4-4 14 is an
exon skipping allele with a 15 amino acids deletion within its PCI domain. The two
mutants produced a range of subtle phenotypic differences including seed color,
hypocotyl length in darkness and root formation in the light and dark condition, with fus44 1 4 milder than copB- 1. Furthermore, a gel filtration assay showed that the mutant

FUS4-414 protein exists in a 100 kDa protein complex, and at least CSN1 is present
stably in the fus4-414 mutant although its level is low. In keeping with a role for the PCI
domain in CSN assembly (Tsuge et al., 2001), the deletion within fus4-4 14 may result in
a partially structured CSN that is missing most of its subunits but retains partial activity.
A more precise phenotypic and biochemical comparison between these two available
mutants may help to assign functions to the various components of the CSN in
photomorphogenesis.
CSN5: The plant CSNS was purified during the preparation of the cauliflower CSN (Kwok
et al., 1998). Due to gene duplication of CSN5 in Arabidopsis a corresponding mutant
has not been isolated. However, downregulation of both CSN5 genes by cosuppression
in transgenic Arabidopsis caused partial constitutive photomorphogenic phenotypes in
the dark including reduced hypocotyl length and open apical hooks. In contrast to most
other CSN subunits, gel filtration showed that CSN5 exists in a monomeric form as well
as in a complexed form. Light and dark transitions do not affect the level of the two
forms, and the monomeric form is stable in mutants defective for the assembled CSN.
lmmunofluorescence indicated that Arabidopsis CSN5 resides both in the cytoplasm and
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the nucleus, in contrast to most other subunits, which appear to be exclusively nuclear.
Although the exact functions of the monomeric or complexed forms of CSN5 are not
clear, one must assume that the complexed form is nuclear and, consequently, that the
monomeric form may be primarily cytoplasmic. Interestingly, COP1 and DET1 regulate
the affinity of CSN5 to the CSN. CSN5 only exists as a complex in cop 1 and det 1
mutants, but CSN5 exists in both forms in cop 10 (Kwok et al. , 1 998).
Numerous proteins can interact with CSN5 (reviewed by Chamovitz and Segal,
2001 ; Bae et al. , 2002). For example, p53 interacts with CSN5, and the interaction may
prime p53 for proteolysis (Bech-Otschir et al., 2001 ) . The interaction between
CSN5/JAB1 and the cell cycle regulator p27K4>1 is discussed in more detail below.
CSN6: In Arabidopsis, the CSN6 gene is also duplicated (Table1 .2). Partial suppression
of CSN6 caused mild constitutive photomorphogenic phenotypes in the dark and
accumulation of ubiquitinated proteins (Peng et al., 2001 b) . Like CSN5, CSN6 has a
MPN domain in its N-terminal region, and perhaps CSN6 interacts through this motif with
CSN2, CSN3, CSN4, CSN5 and CSN7 (Peng et al. , 200 1 b; Kapelari et al. , 2000; Fu et
al., 200 1 ) . Arabidopsis CSN6 interacts with the SCFriR subunit, RBX1 , and so does
CSN 1 (Schwechheimer et al., 200 1 ). The human CSN6 was isolated as H IV-1 Vpr
protein interacting protein (VIP; Mahalingam et al., 1 998) and its interaction with Vpr
induced the nuclear uptake of CSN6 perhaps along with glucocorticoid receptor complex
from the cytoplasm (Aamanathan et al., 2003) .
CSN7: FUSS encodes subunit 7 of the CSN in Arabidopsis (Karniol et al. , 1 999) . Like
CSNS, CSN7 is present as both a monomer and in a complexed form and the monomer
is retained in cop9/csn8 and fus6/csn 1 mutants. In addition, like CSN5, CSN7 is
localized in the cytoplasm as well as the nucleus (Yahalom et al. , 2001 ) . Arabidopsis
CSN7 exists in two equally expressed isoforms that arise by alternative splicing and
differ in 37 C-terminal amino acids (Fu et al. , 2001 ). Even though both isoforms interact
similarly with other subunits of the CSN in a yeast two-hybrid assay, it appears to be the
short isoform that is retained in cop9 and fus6 mutants, suggesting that the short isoform
represents the monomeric version. CSN7 may also be phosphorylated in Arabidopsis
(Karniol et al. , 1 999), and mammalian CSN7 is phosphorylated by the CSN associated
kinase activity (Kapelari et al., 2000). Finally, CSN7 is one of three known CSN subunits
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that directly interact with subunits of elF3, the others being CSN 1 and CSN8 (Yahalom
et al., 200 1 ).
CSN8: CSN8/COP9 was the first molecularly defined component of the CSN (Wei et al.,
1 994a). The cop9 mutant showed elevated expression of the rbcS, fedA, chs, and psbA
genes in darkness and overexpression of CSN8 caused a subtle excess of hypocotyl
elongation in the light (Kang et al., 2000). Interestingly, the COP1 mRNA and protein
expression level was increased at least fourfold in the cop9 mutant as well as other csn
mutants, under both light and dark conditions (Wei and Deng 1 992; Wei et al., 1 994b).
2. Biochemical activities of the CSN
Emanating from the description of the eight known subunits of the CSN are a variety of
hypotheses concerning its cellular activity.
a) Cleavage of the ubiquitin like peptide Nedd8 from SCF complexes
b) Phosphorylation of regulatory proteins including transcription factors
c) Nucleocytoplasmic partitioning of target proteins
d) Translational control
While the quantity and quality of data supporting either of these scenarios differs widely,
none of them can be dismissed as yet. More than one may be correct and if so, one
activity may be mediated indirectly by way of another activity.
3. Deneddylation of E3 /igases implicates the CSN in the control of proteolysis

The purified mammalian CSN possesses deneddylation activity in vitro. In addition,
genetic evidence from fission yeast and Arabidopsis squarely coincides with these
biochemical data to establish that the CSN indirectly or directly deneddylates cullin
subunits of various SCF complexes (Lyapina et al., 200 1 ; Zhou et al., 2001 ;
Schwechheimer et al., 2001 ). Most likely, an isopeptidase activity associated with the
CSN5 subunit is responsible (Cope et al., 2002). Recent findings of conserved
sequences EX n HXHX 10D within the MPN domain of CSN5, called Jab1 /MPN domain
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metalloenzyme motif (JAMM motif), prompted a test of isopeptidase enzyme activity on
the function of CSN's deneddylation. Many of MPN containing proteins share JAMM
motif and one of them, Rpn11 was shown to utilize metalloenzyme activity in
deubiquitination of a target protein (Table 1.3; Verma et al., 2002).
Significantly, hyperneddylated proteins also accumulated in the budding yeast
mutant defective in CSN homolog, CSNS and its interactive proteins (Wee et al., 2002;
Maytal-Kivity et al., 2003). Because NEDD8 conjugation to CUL1 is required for the E3
ligase activity of the SCF, the interaction between the SCF and the CSN might be
expected to inhibit ubiquitin-dependent protein degradation (Zhou et al., 2001; Fig. 1.3,
pathway 1). However, even though all fission yeast csn mutants have the deneddylation
defect, only csn 1 and csn2 mutants have a striking growth phenotype, but csn3, csn4,
and csn5 mutants of fission yeast have no striking phenotype (Mundt et al., 2002; Liu et
al., 2003). This apparent divergence of function between CSN subunits stands in sharp
contrast to the indistinguishable phenotypes of Arabidopsis csn 1 and csn4 mutants.
The specificity of SCF complexes for their target proteins is afforded by their F-box
subunits, such as the Arabidopsis TIR1 protein. The SCFT1R 1 complex serves as an E3
ubiquitin ligase in the auxin signal transduction pathway by controlling the ubiquitination
and subsequent degradation of AUX/IAA proteins, which are regulatory cofactors of
transcription factors of the auxin response factor (ARF) class. Arabidopsis CSN6
interacts with the SCF subunit, RBX1, and so does CSN1 (Schwechheimer et al., 2001).
CSN2 interacts with the CUL1 component of SCF, which is conjugated with the
Arabidopsis Nedd8 protein. Moreover, csn mutants showed an increase in the level of
CUL1 conjugation with Nedd8. If the Arabidopsis CSN was responsible for the cleavage
of Nedd8 from SCFT1R1 , one might expect defects in the auxin pathway in Arabidopsis
csn mutants. While loss-of-function alleles are too severe to test this notion, CSNS co
suppressed lines showed weaker phenotypes, and these included stabilization of the
AUX/IAA proteins and a reduced auxin response (Schwechheimer et al., 2001).
4. A kinase activity associated with the CSN
The

mammalian

CSN

preparations

exhibit a tightly

associated

or intrinsic

serine/threonine kinase activity, which phosphorylates c-Jun, IKBa., p105, p53, and
ICSBP (Seeger et al., 1996; Cohen et al., 2000; Bech-Otschir et al., 2001; Sun et al.,
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Table 1 .3 MPN-containing proteins in Arabidopsis
JAMM

Gene

AG I number

el F3h

At1 g 1 08 40

el F3f

At2g39990

CSN 5a

At1 g22920

CSN 5b

At1 g71 230

CSN6a

At 4g26 430

CSN6b

At5g56280

R PN8

At3g 1 1 270

R PN 1 1

At5g23540

Unknown

At5g559 40

U nknown

At1 g8021 0

Unknown

At3g06820

Similar to human AMSH

At1 g 1 0600

✓
✓
✓

Similar to human AMSH

At1 g 48790

✓

Similar to human P rp8

At4g38780

(Tanaka et al., 1 999)

✓
✓
✓
✓

( Beggs et al. , 1 995)
Similar to human Prp8

✓ : JAMM motif is present

At1 g80070
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2002; Uhle et al. , 2003). Depending on purification methods protein kinase CK2, protein
kinase D, and inositol 1 , 3, 4-triphosphate 5/6-kinase were isolated as CSN associated
protein kinsaes. Because target proteins of phosphorylation are transcription factors or
activators whose activities are downregulated after the interaction with the CSN , these
data are usually interpreted to implicate the CSN as a transcriptional co-repressor. Other
than mammalian CSN , plant CSN displays no detectable kinase activity. Nevertheless,
the CSN may function by directing the phosphorylation of its target proteins, thus
causing altered transcriptional activation properties or altered protein stability (Fig. 1 .3,
pathway 2).
5. The CSN and translation initiation
Three eI F3 subunits, el F3c, elF3e, and eI F3h, were co-purified during the
preparation of the CSN from cauliflower (Karniol et al. , 1 998), and yeast two-hybrid
assays confirmed an interaction between el F3c and CSN 1 and CSN8 and also between
el F3e and CSN7 (Yahalom et al., 2001 ). The main function of el F3 is to join the small
ribosomal subunit, which is preloaded with the initiator tRNA, with the m RNA, which is
marked by the elF4 cap binding complex, followed by scanning of the small ribosomal
subunit towards the start codon. One of the three CSN-interacting el F3 subunits, el F3e,
is speculated to serve regulatory or accessory functions in el F3 (Akiyoshi et al. , 2001 ;
Bandyopadhyay et al., 2002), whereas almost no functional data are available on the
el F3h subunit. There are also precedents for translational control of light regulated
genes during light-to-dark transitions (Hansen et al. , 2001 ). Therefore, it is quite
conceivable

that the

CSN

regulates translation

by controlling

el F3

during

photomorphogenesis (Fig. 1 .3, pathway 3).
6. Nucleocytoplasmic transport by the CSN subunit Jab 1/CSN5
Proteolytic regulation is sometimes accompanied by translocation of regulatory
proteins from nucleus to cytoplasm or vice versa, effectively enhancing the concentration
difference between two compartments. The mammalian Jab1/CSN5 subunit has a role in
the degradation of the cyclin dependent kinase inhibitor, p27kip1 (Tomoda et al. , 1 999), an
inhibitor of the transition from G 1 to S phase of the cell cycle. Ectopic expression of
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CSN3, CSNS, CSN6, CSN7, or CSN8 individually induces down-regulation of p27kip1
(Tomoda et al., 2002). CSNS, in particular, interacts directly with p27kip1 and abolishing
this interaction by mutagenesis of the CSNS-binding domain of p27kip1 blocks the
degradation of p27kip1 (Tomoda et al., 1 999) . Experiments using the inhibitor of nuclear
export, leptomycin B, together with site directed mutagenesis of a nuclear export signal
within CSNS, suggested that CSNS may function as a carrier for CRM1 dependent
nuclear

export

of

p27kip1 ,

followed

by

its

degradation.

Interestingly

co

immunoprecipitation with an antibody against CSNS could recover only five subunits of
the CSN (mini-CSN). The mini-CSN , containing only CSN4 to CSN8 was consistently
detected alongside the regular CSN during glycerol gradient fractionation. The mini-CSN
is mainly cytoplasmic, but leptomycin B treatment substantially reduces its cytoplasmic
level. The cytoplasmic location of the mini-CSN is consistent with its role in Jab1 /CSNS
mediated nuclear export of p27Kip1 • Although unproven, it is plausible that the CSN may
repress the photomorphogenic development by relocation of nuclear regulators to the
cytoplasm, especially considering that the GUS-tagged COP1 protein requires a
functional CSN for stable nuclear localization (Chamovitz et al. , 1 996; Fig. 1 .3, pathway
4).
7. Roles of the CSN in photomorphogenesis
How does the CSN repress photomorphogenesis in plants? Eukaryotes commonly
control the quantitative level of developmental transcription factors by proteolytic
degradation at a specific point of the cell cycle or after a certain environmental stimulus.
Considering the established need of the CSN activity for the degradation of HYS in the
dark condition (Osterlund et al. , 2000), the CSN's role as a repressor of
photomorphogenesis may play out at the level of protein degradation (Fig. 1 .3). In further
support of this notion, the fus 1 1/csn3 mutant showed accumulation of ubiquitinated
proteins. Since the specific ubiquitin-mediated degradation of the phyA photoreceptor in
the red li ght condition is not affected in fus1 1 , the CSN may have substrate selectivity or
may be regulated by light. Determining the full spectrum of proteins deneddylated or
stabilized by the CSN and the dependence of the deneddylation activity on light
conditions should help to clarify a currently puzzling question; why etiolation is
particularly sensitive to the level of CSN activity.
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Since light signal transduction is a relatively rapid process, depletion of regulatory
protein from a defined site might require another level of regulation in order to speed up
the process in a practical way. Besides transcriptional shutdown, translational repression
on the premade mRNA could be more cost-effective than protein degradation. In fact, it
has been shown that only 20 minutes of dark incubation causes dissociation of active
ribosomes from sets of mRNAs including ferredoxin-1 and cab mRNA (Hansen et al.,
2001). The interaction between the CSN and elF3 might regulate translation initiation as
a way to suppress photomorphogenesis.
On the other hand, qualitative modulation of regulatory proteins by post-translational
modification such as phosphorylation, ubiquitination or neddylation might change the
activity of responsible transcription factors or may be necessitated for subsequent steps
like proteolysis or translocation. It has been shown that the CSN associated kinase
activity phosphorylates a diverse set of regulatory proteins with contrasting effects.
Phosphorylation of p53 triggers the ubiquitination and degradation whereas c-Jun is
stabilized after the phosphorylation. Probably in many cases transcriptional co
repression could be mediated by an interaction between the CSN and the regulatory
protein combining with posttranslational modification and/or trafficking of a transcription
factor.
11-2. Other components: COP1 - a putative E3 ubiquiti n l igase, DET1, and COP1 O

COP1 is a central negative regulator of photomorphogenic development in
Arabidopsis. Similar to the CSN, because COP1 is conserved between humans and
plants, it may function as a master regulator of a more general eukaryotic cellular
process. COP1 contains at least three distinct functional motifs including R I NG finger,
coiled-coil, and WD-40 domains. The RI NG finger domain suggests that COP1 functions
as an ubiquitin ligase. This is supported by the result that mammalian COP1 was
associated with ubiquitinated proteins and showed ubiquitin ligase activity in vitro (Yi et
al., 2002; Bianchi et al., 2003). E3 activity of COP1, either alone or in conjunction with a
partner protein (Hardtke et al., 2002), may be responsible for the specific degradation of
the bZIP transcription factors, HYS and HYH (Osterlund et al., 2000; Holm et al., 2002).
COP1 function may be regulated in a light dependent fashion by nucleocytoplasmic
transport (von Arnim et al., 1997; von Arnim and Deng, 1994). Both plant and animal
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COP1 have functional motifs for nuclear import and nuclear exclusion (Stacey et al. ,
1999; Yi et al., 2002).
A less understood member of the COP/DET/FUS proteins, DET1, is purportedly a
nuclear protein that lacks functionally informative protein sequence motifs (Pepper et al.,
1994). Phenotypically, det 1 mutations resemble cop 1 mutants in almost every respect
tested (Chory et al., 1989; Deng et al., 1991; Chattopadhyay et al., 1998b; Kim et al.,
1998), yet no direct association between COP1 and DET1 proteins has been reported.
Specifically, COP1 and DET1 are the only COP/DET/FUS proteins for which mild,
propagatable, alleles are known. The CSN is intact in both mutants. Recent biochemical
characterization of DET1 has provided a clue to understand the function of DET1 in
gene regulation via chromatin modification (Schroeder et al., 2002; Benvenuto et al.,
2002). Specifically it was shown that DET1 could interact with a plant homolog of UV
damaged DNA binding protein 1 (DDB1) and with the nonacetylated amino-terminus of
the H2B histone. Considering the reversibility of histone acetylation as a factor in
chromatin based gene regulation, DET1 may be participating in the control of light
dependent nuclear gene expression.
Mutants in the COP10 gene resemble csn mutants with regard to most
morphological characteristics. However, at the biochemical level , cop 10 mutants are
distinguished from other cop/det/fus mutations by the presence of both an assembled
CSN and a non-complexed CSN5 subunit (Kwok et al., 1998). COP1O encodes an
ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme like protein, which can directly interact with COP1 and the
CSN subunits (Suzuki et al., 2002). A proposed role of COP1O as an E2 enzyme is
induction of an E3 enzyme, COP1, via the CSN thereby modulating light signaling
through specific ubiquitin mediated protein degradation.
Ill. Eukaryotic translation i nitiation factor 3 and translational control
111-1 . elF3

Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 (el F3) is one of the three PCI complexes
(Fig. 1.2). In eukaryotes, translation initiation is a multistep process requiring the
functions of up to eleven initiation factors. Initiation, and not elongation or termination, is
the rate-limiting step during protein synthesis (Mathews et al. , 2000). During translation
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initiation el F3 functions together with el F1 and el F5 by recruiting to a 40S small
ribosomal subunit the 'ternary complex' composed of methionine initiator tRNA and GTP
bound el F2 thus generating a 43S complex (Fig. 1. 4). Via the elF4G protein, the 43S
subcomplex can recognize the mRNA, which is bound by the cap-binding complex
elF4F. The 40S subunit then scans down the 5' leader of the mRNA, searching for the
first codon to start translation. The presence of el F3 on the 40S subunit prevents the
disruption of 43S complex by the premature binding of the 60S ribosome during the
scanning of 5' leader sequences. After positioning of initiator tRNA to the start codon,
GTP hydrolysis triggers the dissociation of el F3 from the 40S and this permits the 60S
ribosome to generate a functional BOS ribosome.
The plant el F3 shares most of its eleven subunits with animals, except a novel
elF3I, suggesting a conserved function of el F3 in multicellular eukaryotes but it l acks the
mammalian el F3j subunit (Burks et al. , 2001; Table 1.4). Biochemical purification and in
vitro assay of el F3 from Saccharomyces cerevisiae identified an essential five ' core'

components, which are homologous to mammalian el F3a, b, c, g, and i subunits (Phan
et al. , 1998). The apparent absence or the viability of knockout mutations in genes of the
other 6 ' non-core' el F3 subunits in budding yeast and fission yeast indicates that the
five-subunit core complex is sufficient to carry out the basic function of el F3. The
remaining six subunits are postulated to serve as accessory or regulatory factors
involved in fine tuning of el F3 activity (Fig. 1. 5).
1. Regulatory roles of elF3 subunits

Few of the alleged regulatory roles for the subunits of el F3 have been defined.
Given that misexpression of el F3 subunits was often detected during cancer formation,
tight regulation of the el F3 activity appears to be important to control cell division and
differentiation (Watkins and Norbury, 2002). Specificall y the levels of el F3a, b, c, or h
subunits are sometimes increased and elF3e may be decreased during tumorigenesis.
Substantial evidence for a regulatory role has emerged around the el F3e subunit. The
el F3e gene was first identified as a potential oncogene (lnt6) because it is a frequent site
of chromosomal integration of mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV; Marchetti et al. ,
1995). I n fact, expression of a carboxyl terminall y deleted mutant allele of elF3e/lnt6,
which could be generated by integration of MMTV was able to induce a tumor in animal
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Fig. 1 .4 Steps of translation i nitiation.
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Table 1 .4 Arabidopsis elF3 subunits
elF3 subunits

AG I number

Other names

3a (p17 0)

At4g11420

TI F32, Rpg1

3b1

At5g27 640

Prt1

3b2

At5g25780

3c1

At3g56150

3c2

At3g228 60

3d1

At4g20980

3d2

At5g44320

3b (p116)
3c (p110)
3d ( p66)
3e (p48)

At3g57290

3f (p47)

At2g39990

3g (p44)

l nt6
TIF35

At3g11400

3g2

At5g0 6 000

3i1

At1g10840
At2g 46 280

TI F34, Trip1

3i2

At2g46290

Sum1

3k ( p28)

At4g33250

31 ( p56)

N/C

N/C: a gene is present but AGI number is not yet conferred.
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Moe1

3g1

3h (p40)
3 i (p36 )

Nip1

HSPC021

Fig. 1 .5 Protein interaction map for the three PCI complexes.
Solid lines denote interactions between the subunits, which were obtained f rom
yeast two-hybrid and direct protein-protein interaction assays in yeast, human or
Arabidopsis. Interactions between the PC I complexes are indicated by broken lines.
The elF3 structure is based on the human complex; in Arabidopsis, el F3j is not
p r e s e n t , b u t an e l F 3 1 s u b u n it i s pres e n t . F i ve core co m p o n en ts are
conserved in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. The figure does not represent the actual
three-dimensional positions of each subunit within the protein complexes.
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cell lines (Rasmussen et al. , 2001; Mayeur and Hershey, 2002). Independent evidence
for a regulatory role of elF3e was based on the discovery that an interferon inducible
protein, p56, inhibits translation as part of the cellul ar antiviral defense by targeting
elF3e (Guo et al. , 2000). It was also shown that p56 suppresses the activity of the
internal ribosome entry site (IRES) of hepatitis C virus (C. Wang et al. , 2003), perhaps
by interacting with el F3e.
In fission yeast overexpression of elF3e/lnt6 showed induction of drug resistance
(Crane et al. , 2000) and knockout of elF3e/lnt6 specifically produced misregulation of
chromosome segregation, defects in spore formation, slow growth, and hypersensitivity
to caffeine (Yen and Chang, 2000; Bandyopadhyay et al. , 2000). The viability and
apparent absence of translational defects of int6 mutant demonstrate the dispensability
of elF3e/lnt6 in the function of elF3 in fission yeast (Akiyoshi et al. , 2001;
Bandyopadhyay et al. , 2000). Similar phenotypes, including increased sensitivity to
caffeine, defects in spore formation, and slow growth with substantial translational
activity like wild-type, have been described in the mutant of eif3dlmoe 1 indicating a
similar regulatory role for elF3d in the function of elF3 during translation
(Bandyopadhyay et al. , 2002). In contrast, given that only temperature-sensitive alleles
are viable, elF3i/Sum1 must be a core component of elF3 and is absolutely required for
the transl ation initiation (Dunand-Sauthier et al. , 2002). Overexpression of elF3i/Sum1
caused a reduction of global translational activity.
Other el F3 subunits have been shown to interact with cellular or viral proteins as
well. One of the Cdc2-kinase family proteins, p46 can interact with the elF3f subunit and
overexpression of p46 inhibits translation in vitro (Shi et al. , 2003). In plants, the
cauliflower mosaic virus transactivator protein (TAV) stimulates the translation of the
polycistronic viral mRNA. This translational control mechanism, which involves skipping
of the ribosome past upstream ORFs (ribosome shunting) requires the elF3 complex
and appears to be mediated by a direct interaction between TAV and elF3g (Park et al. ,
2001).
2. Interactions between e/F3 and other PC/ complexes

Fission yeast elF3e/lnt6 displayed a role in the nuclear transport of the RPN5
subunit of 19S proteasome and degradation of ubiquitinated Cut2 and Cdc13 (Yen et al. ,
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2003), which is demonstrating an in vivo role of interaction between two PCI complexes,
el F3 and 1 9S proteasome.
Although el F3 is more distantly related to the PCI complexes, there is also
intriguing evidence that el F3 and the CSN cooperate in some way. The first evidence
was biochemical: three el F3 subunits purified with the CSN from cauliflower - the core
subunit el F3c and the non-core subunits elF3e and elF3h (Karniol et al., 1 998; Fig. 1 .5) .
This result is probably significant because direct interactions between elF3e, elF3c and
the CSN were detected in vitro, in yeast and in vivo, whereas no such interaction was
detected for another elF3 core subunit, elF3b, and the CSN. Arabidopsis elF3c interacts
with CSN1 and CSN8, whereas elF3e interacts with CSN7. Because el F3e and elF3c
interact with each other (Morris-Desbois et al., 1 999; Hoareau Alves et al., 2002), it
seems likely that elF3c, el F3e and presumably elF3h form a module that can interact
with either the rest of el F3 or the CSN. Compared to the well-established biochemical
association between subunits of the two different PCI complexes, CSN and elF3, an
understanding of the biological significance of this interaction is clearly lacking.

111-2. Translational control
Control of gene expression defines an ability of life forms to complete programmed
growth and reproduction and to confront environmental changes. Translational control
promises not only a more prompt response than transcriptional control but also offers an
energy-saving strategy compared to protein degradation. There have been numerous
reports on translational gene regulation in a target gene specific manner, as well as
more general strategies of shutting-down or boosting of the overall activity of protein
synthesis. Either way the focus of translational control mechanisms is on the rate-limiting
step of translation intiation (Mathews et al., 2000) . The primary target of translational
regulation resides in cis-elements of the mRNA itself or in conjunction with initiation
factors and specialized proteins, i.e. trans-acting factors.
Specifically during translation initiation, the modification ·of two critical steps can
regulate protein synthesis: first, the formation of the ternary complex (elF2-GTP
tRNA Me'), which is mainly regulated by way of elF2, and, second, binding of the 43S
complex to the capped mRNA charged with the elF4 complex. Phosphorylation of elF2a
at the serine 51 residue causes high affinity binding of elF2 to the GTP exchange factor
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(G EF), el F2B, which locks el F2B in an inactive state and therefore inhibits formation of
ternary complex because el F2-G DP is not converted into el F2-GTP. Several protein
kinases, such as mammalian HAI, PERK, PKR, and yeast GCN2, are involved in eIF2a
phosphorylation, and induction of those kinases is controlled by specific environmental
conditions (Dever, 2002) . While the activity of HAI is regulated by oxidative, heat shock,
and osmotic stresses, PERK function is induced by ER stress or unfolded proteins. The
interferon inducible protein kinase R (PKR) responds to dsRNA generated by viruses
and then participates in the regulation of el F2. The expected result following
phosphorylation of eI F2a is a general reduction of overall translation. However,
stimulation of GCN2, which is triggered in yeast by a signal of low amino acid
concentrations, promotes translation of specific mRNAs, such as the mRNA for the
transcription factor GCN4, which activates genes for amino acid biosynthesis (ATF4, and
C/EBP). The GCN4 mRNA 5' leader contains upstream open reading frames (uORFs),
which usually inhibit translation of the main GCN4 ORF. When eI F2 activity is low, the
ribosome appears to skip the uORFs, thus increasing the efficiency of translation
initiation at the AUG start codon of the GCN4 ORF.
The binding of a capped mR NA by el F4F should precede the binding of the 43S
complex, which is composed of el F1 , el F3, eI F5, the ternary complex, and the 40S
subunit. Among three components of el F4F, the elF4E protein recognizesthe 5' cap
structure and el F4G provides a platform for the interaction with the 43S complex and the
5' leader sequence of mRNA (Fig. 1 .4) . The third component, el F4A, is a helicase
assisting with the melting of RNA secondary structure. Disruption of el F4G , for example
by a proteolytic cleavage during viral infection and apoptosis, induces dissociation of the
eIF4F complex from mRNAs, thereby inhibiting translation initiation (Gingras et al. ,
1 999). Capturing of eI F4G by heat shock protein Hsp27 also inhibits translation during
heat stress by dissociation of el F4F from mRNA (Cuesta et al. , 2000). Phophorylation of
el F4E and its binding protein 4E-BP affects the translation probably by controlling the
affinity of elF4E to el F4G . For example, hyperphosphorylation of 4E-BP stimulates the
dissociation of 4E-BP from el F4E, which in turn induces the formation of an el F4F
mRNA complex. A MAP kinase-stimulated protein kinase, Mnk1 , is involved in the
phosphorylation of el F4E and the kinase 'target of rapamycin' (FRAP/mTOR) regulates
the phosphorylation status of 4E-BP (Gingras et al., 2001 ).
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In plants the disruption of elF(iso)4E has no global effect on plant development but
causes a reduced susceptibility to potyvirus (Lellis et al., 2002). Because elF3e was
originally identified as an interactive partner of viral RNA-dependent RNA polymerase
during the infection with brome mosaic virus (Quadt et al., 1993), it is suggested that
plant viruses, not unlike animal viruses, modulate the translational apparatus of their
host cells to overcome specific host defenses and to foster a more benign environment
supportive of viral translation.
In addition to the general mechanism of translational regulation involving translation
factors, gene specific control depending on cis- or trans-acting factors adds to the
diversity of translational gene regulation (Fig. 1.6). Upstream and downstream of the
coding region, each mRNA has noncoding 5' leader and 3' sequences, which sometimes
contain RNA sequence motifs for differential translation. Although the underlying exact
mechanisms are not well understood the length of the 5' leader sequence and its
secondary structure are important for determining the translational efficiency. The
secondary structures or specific sequences within the 5' or 3' untranslated region (UTA)
can be recognized by trans-acting regulatory RNA binding proteins. For example, during
pattern formation of the Drosophila egg, the anterior determinant, Bicoid (BCD), binds to
the BCD responsive element (BAE) present in the 3' UTA of ca udal mRNA and recruits
elF4E to block translation of ca udal by inhibiting formation of a complex between el F4E
and elF4G (Niessing et al., 2002).
While the standard cap-dependent translation requires an intact el F4F complex, the
cap-independent mechanism using internal ribosome entry sites (I RES) bypasses 5' cap
binding steps, thereby promoting the translation of certain I RES containing mRNAs,
even when the overall translation is inhibited. I RES elements have been found in
mRNAs of picorna viruses and also in cellular mRNAs such as c-Myc, FG F-2, Apaf-1,
,
BiP, PISTLE, p27k1P 1 and others (Holcik et al., 2000). Moreover, one or more upstream
open reading frames (uORF) within the 5' leader of an mRNA can affect translational
efficiency negatively (Dever, 2002) or positively (Park et al., 2001).
Compared to the studies on translational regulation in yeast, Drosophila, or viral
mRNAs in mammalian cells, relatively little is known in plants. For instance, it is known
that the pea ferredoxin- 1 (Fed- 1) mRNA rapidly and specifically dissociates from the
polysomal (i.e. translated) ribosome fraction within 20 min of shifting plants from light to
darkness, followed by mRNA destabilization (Hansen et al., 2001). Other light-regulated
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© IRES

� uORF
Fig. 1 .6 m RNA dependent translational controls.
The length of 5' leader sequences (<D), secondary structure (@), and specific
trans-acting factors [<l>, for example, translation inhibition of caudal m RNA
through the binding of Bicoid protein (BCD) to BCD response el�ment (BRE)]
might be involved in translational controls. Internal ribosome entry sites (IRESs)
mediate cap-independent translation (©). Finally upstream ORFs (uORFs) can
regulate translation initiationin (G>).
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RNAs, such as those for tobacco Fed- 1 and Cab, are affected similarly, but not all
photosynthesis-related messages are. Polysome assembly is probably regulated at the
level of translation initiation. From a physiological point of view, translational control of
early genes in photomorphogenesis ensures the rapid accumulation of protein soon after
illumination. It is tempting to speculate that one of the roles of the CSN in regulating
photomorphogenesis is to alter el F3 activity such that these transcripts remain
untranslated in the absence of light signals, perhaps by inhibiting the assembly of non
core subunits into el F3. Another example of translational regulation in plants is the Q
motif from tobacco mosaic virus, which enhances translation especially during heat
shock. The translational enhancement of the Q motif depends on the function of elF4G
and elF3b and a specific interaction of the Q motif with heat shock protein, HSP101
(Wells et al., 1998). A possible involvement of plant uORFs in translational regulation
has been suggested in the regulation of the ATB-2 gene although the mechanism is not
clear. The ATB-2 gene encodes a putative bZip domain transcription factor.
Interestingly, the 5' leader sequence of the ATB-2 mRNA responded to an elevated
concentration of sucrose by repressing ATB-2 gene expression at the translational level
(Rook et al., 1998a).
As described above precisely regulated plant development requires programmed
and environmentally responsive modulation of gene expression. Recently defined
interactions of PCI complexes may achieve rapid and cost effective up or down
regulation of specific gene products by transferring signals from one side of process (ex,
protein synthesis) to the other source of controlling mechanism (ex. protein degradation).
The CSN associated el F3e and elF3h could be the one of such a mediator proteins.
One of the purposes of this study is to define the possible interactions between
el F3 and the CSN and elucidate the significance of interactions in Arabidopsis
development. Moreover, with the genetic advantage of using Arabidopsis, roles of elF3e
and el F3h during translation can be examined in higher eukaryotes for the first time.
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CHAPTER 2. DEVELOPMENTAL REGU LATION VIA 5' M RNA
LEADER SEQU ENCES THROUGH TH E ARABI DOPSIS
TRANSLATION INITIATION FACTOR SUBU NIT EIF3H
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AB STR ACT
Eukaryotic translation initiation factor 3 consists of at least five core subunits that
are conserved from yeast to man as well as additional less conserved, non-core,
subunits with potential regulatory roles. Especially the roles of the non-core subunits are
poorly understood. The 40kDa el F3h subunit interacts with the COP9 signalosome
protein complex. el F3h is not essential for general translation in Arabidopsis. However,
specific 5' mRNA leader sequences from Arabidopsis developmental regulatory proteins
were differentially compromised in an eif3h mutant background, including the mRNA for
the sugar regulatory bZip transcription factor, ATB-2. Hypersensitivity to exogenous
sugars was among the pleiotropic developmental defects of eif3h mutant plants. These
results suggest that a specific subunit of el F3 can function as a developmental regulator,
perhaps in conjunction with the COP9 signalosome, by differentially modulating the
translation initiation on specific mRNAs.

I. Introduction
Developmental phase transitions in plants are exquisitely sensitive to environmental
factors. Transitions from embryogenesis to seedling development, i.e. germination, post
germinative growth arrest, and the transition from vegetative to reproductive
development are just some of the developmental switches that are controlled by
environmental conditions. Germination is a particularly complex transition. Aside from
the decision to break the seedcoat, which is under partial light control, drought stress
triggers a post-germinative growth arrest in Arabidopsis, which is mediated by abscisic

acid. Subsequently, the decision between two distinct developmental pathways,
photomorphogenesis in the light and etiolation in darkness, is under the control of the
COPIDETIFUS genes, which function as repressors of light signaling in darkness.

Together with COP1, the CSN is required in darkness for the proteolytic turnover of
specific light regulatory transcription factors, HY5 and HYH (Osterlund et al., 2000; Holm
et al., 2002). Biochemically, the CSN impinges on protein turnover by promoting the
cleavage of a ubiquitin-like peptide, NEDD8, from the cullin subunit of SCF-class E3
ubiquitin ligases (SKP1 - cullin - F-box protein; Lyapina et al., 2002; Schwechheimer et
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al., 2001). Association of the CSN with SCF complexes regulates not only light
dependent developmental transitions but additional processes including auxin hormone
signaling and pathogen signal transduction (Schwechheimer et al. , 2001, 2002; Azevedo
et al. , 2002).
Beyond the intriguing sequence similarity among the subunits of the three PCI
complexes, there exist functional associations. For example, the elF3e subunit of elF3
also binds the proteasome lid complex and affects proeasome function in fission yeast
(Shalev et al. , 2001; Yen et al. , 2003). Moreover, numerous biochemical interactions
between the CSN and elF3 have been reported across the eukaryotic kingdom. I nterest
in this area was galvanized by the finding that three elF3 subunits copurify with the CSN
in cauliflower, and two elF3 subunits, elF3c and elF3e, interact with CSN1 and CSN7,
respectively, in Arabidopsis (Karniol et al. , 1 998; Yahalom et al. , 2001). Mammalian
elF3e was reported to interact with CSN3, CSN6, and CSN7 (Hoareau Alves et al. ,
2002). A putative el F3e-homolog from budding yeast was also associated with a CSN
like complex (Maytal-Kivity et al. , 2002; Wee et al. , 2002). Moreover, a third protein that
co-purified with the CSN from cauliflower was identified as the elF3h subunit (Karniol et
al. , 1998; Burks et al. , 2001 ).
As a first step to elucidate the biological role of interactions between the el F3 and
CSN complexes in a multicellular eukaryote, I initiated a mutational analysis of the CSN
associated elF3h protein. The role of individual subunits of elF3, including elF3e and
elF3h, is insufficiently understood, not only with regards to their interaction with the CSN
but even in the context of elF3. The elF3 complex functions to charge the 40S small
ribosomal subunit with the ternary complex, composed of elF2, GTP, and tRNAMet , and
to recruit the resulting 43S complex to the mRNA marked by the cap-binding complex,
elF4F. Wheat and Arabidopsis elF3 were purified as eleven-subunit protein complexes
and each Arabidopsis component was identified by mass spectrometry (Burks et al. ,
2001). However, not all subunits may be needed for each activity of elF3. The apparent
subunit composition of elF3 depends on the isolation and assay methods and on the
model organism. Among the eleven subunits of el F3 only five, namely elF3a, elF3b,
elF3c, elF3g, and elF3i, are considered core subunits, because they are conserved and
essential for translation in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Asano et al. , 1997; Browning et
al. , 2001). In keeping with this notion, a mouse knockout of the elF3b core subunit
caused embryonic lethality (Koyanagi-Katsuta, 2002). The remaining six non-core
34

subunits might function by stabilizing the structural integrity of el F3 or by regulating its
activity (Guo et al., 2000).
This study suggests that the CSN-associated el F3h subunit of Arabidopsis
regulates the translation of specific target mRNAs rather than general translation, thus
extending the distinction between core and non-core subunits within el F3. It presents the
first loss-of-function mutation for a non-core elF3 subunit in a multicellular eukaryote and
one of the first such mutants in any elF3 subunit. The phenotypic characterization of the
eif3h mutant implicates elF3h in multiple pathways during Arabidopsis development

most likely through its regulatory effect on translation via specific 5' leader sequences of
cellular transcripts.
II. Results
11-1. elF3h is a bona fide component of e1F3 and interacts with the CSN
Based on the peptide sequences of purified elF3, a single copy gene (At1g10840)
and a corresponding cDNA (EST N96519) were identified to encode the 40 kDa elF3h
subunit in Arabidopsis (Burks et al., 2001 ). Previously, el F3h had been reported to co
purify with the CSN in cauliflower, together with elF3c and elF3e (Karniol et al., 1998).
Analysis of predicted protein sequences revealed that elF3h is well conserved in animals
and plants and a putative elF3h gene exists in fission yeast (Fig. 2.2 A). The apparent
absence of elF3h in budding yeast has defined el F3h as a non-core subunit of el F3 and
suggested that elF3h, along with elF3e and certain other elF3 subunits, may perform a
regulatory or accessory role in el F3 (Asano et al., 1997 ; Bandyopadhyay et al., 2002).
As a first step to study the function of el F3h in Arabidopsis, a polyclonal antibody

against a recombinant el F3h protein tagged with 6X histidine was generated by
immunizing rabbits (Fig. 2.1). Fairly specific antibody against elF3h was then purified by
affinity chromatography using glutathione S-transferase (GST) tagged el F3h as bait.
To confirm that el F3h is an authentic component of el F3 in Arabidopsis and to
examine the potential for interactions between elF3h and the CSN yeast two-hybrid and
co-immunoprecipitation assays were employed (Fig. 2.2 B and C). In the yeast two
hybrid assay, both selection for leucine prototrophy and testing for (3-galactosidase
reporter gene activity identified positive interactions of el F3h with full-length el F3a,
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A
M

GST GST- His

His- HisColumn-eluted His-elF3h
elF3h

64 kDa50 kDa 36 kDa -

.._ His-elF3h

Fig. 2.1 Expression and purification of recombinant elF3h in E. coli for production
of antibod ies.
A. SDS-PAGE and Coomassie staining of total proteins from E. coli transformed with

corresponding plasm ids . M, marker.B. Soluble fraction and N i-column purified H is
elF3h proteins produced in E.coli, which was used for immunization of rabbits.
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LexA:elF3h

CSN4
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CSNS

Fig. 2.2 Interactions of elF3h with subunits of elF3 and the CS N .
A . Arabidopsis elF3h protein sequence (At; At1 g1 0840) comparison with other organisms
including human (Hs; AAC84044 ), and fission yeast (Sp; CAB57 439. 1 ). B. Results of yeast
two-hybrid assay. Plus and minus below the each panel indicate pos itive and negative
interactions, respectively. ND; not determined. C. In vivo interactions were demonstrated by
co-immunoprecipitation. Antiserum against elF3h coupled to protein A-sepharose was used
to pull down immunocomplexes (third lane, a-3h) and preserum was added as a negative
control (middle lane, P). The same total protein extract used for precipitation was loaded as a
positive control of antibody reaction (first lane, T). lmmunoprecipiates were tested by protein
blot analysis with antibodies indicated on left.
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elF3b, and elF3c, consistent with elF3h as a componen t of elF3. Furthermore, validating
the established co-purification of elF3h with the CSN, elF3h directly interacted with
CSN1, CSN7, and CSN8 in yeast (Fig. 2.2 8). The yeast two-hybrid interactions with
CSN subunits were specific, given that no interaction was detected with CSN5 and
CSN4 (data not shown) .
Next, co-immunoprecipitation experiments with wild-type Arabidopsis seedling
extracts using an antiserum generated against E. coli expressed el F3h demo_nstrated a
stable interaction between eI F3h and two other elF3 subunits, the core subunit, elF3b,
and the non-core subunit, elF3e. The co-immunoprecipitates also contained CSN4 and
CSN5 (Fig. 2.2 C). These data confirm that elF3h is an elF3 subunit under the assay
conditions and that elF3h also associates with the CSN, although not as strong as with
the elF3 subunits with the CSN (Fig. 2. 3) .
1 1-2. A loss of function allele of elF3h shows pleiotropic growth defects throughout
development

To investigate the role of elF3h in Arabidopsis, PCR based mutant screening
isolated a recessive mutant allele eif3h- 1 from a transferred-DNA (T-DNA) insertion
population (Krysan et al. , 1999; Fig. 2. 4, 2. 5, and 2. 6). A series of P CR screens with
gene specific primers and a T-DNA specific primer on genomic DNA pooled from
individual T-DNA insertion lines finally led to in dividual transgenic plants containing a T
ONA integration into the e/F3h target gene. Seq uencing of PCR-amplified flanking DNA
with a T- DNA left border primer revealed an i nsertion into the tenth exon. The elF3h
protein was not detected on western blots from seedlings homozygous for the T-DNA
inserti on allele (Fig. 2. 6 8). I t seems unlikely that a hypothetical truncated elF3h protein,
which is below the detection limit, would retain partial elF3h activity. We therefore regard
eif3h- 1 as a bona fide knockout allele. Homozygous eif3h mutant plants displayed gross

growth retardation (Fig. 2. 6 C and 2.7 A and 8). Vegetative shoot and root growth,
flowering, and senescence were delayed compared to wil d type. About 80% of mutant
plants arrested their development as vegetative rosettes and died. I t thus appeared that
neither root nor shoot meristems functioned efficiently. However, shoot axillary
meristems became activated late in the growth period leading to a bushy appearance
characteristic of a loss of apical dominance (Fig. 2.7 8). A second e/F3h insertion allele
38

•
Fig. 2.3 A revised interaction map between elF3 and the CSN .
Yeast two-hybrid assays demonstrated direct interactions of elF3h with three other
core components of elF3 and three CSN subunits as depicted by solid arrows . In
vivo interactions were confirmed by examination of co-immunoprecipitates. Other
interaction lines were already explained in Fig. 1 .5.
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Wisconsin T-DNA lines 60,480
-130 super pools (X pools) x 2025
-19 H pools x 225
-19 J pools x 25
-!
individ ual searching

C
8 1 82 83 8 4 8 5 8 6 8 7 8 8 8 9 X1 0

Fig. 2.4 Screening of Wisconsin T-DNA lines.
A. Stepwise PC R, southern hybridization, and sequencing based screenings of pooled
T-DNA libraries can narrow down the T-DNA integration lines of interests. B. The 1 0th
X pool was selected after the first screening. C. The 83th H pool was identified by the
second screening. The 1 0th X pool was used as a positive control. B and C a re t he
results of southern hybridization of PCR products probed with the el F3h cDNA.
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-C

PCR with el F3h 5'/3'specific
primers

PCR with el F3h 3'specific/LB
primers

Fig. 2.5 Final search for an individual plant carrying the eif3h mutation.
A. The third screening pin down 53th J pool. C, PCR positive control, M, marker.
B. Su bsequent screen ing could identify two target transgenic lines from 9
different transgenic population by grouping. C. Individual searching by PCR with
two different primer pairs was able to distinguish a homozygous mutant plant
(B2) anda heterozygous plant (C9).
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Wisconsi n line

A

B
50 kOa

WJ

eif3h C

WT

eif3h

. elf3h

D WTeif3h elf3h

40 k0a

30 kDa

Fig. 2.6 Isolation of elf3h knockout mutants.

A. T-DNA locations in two independent eif3h mutant alleles. Blue boxes denote exons
of e/F3h gene and black lines represent introns. eif3h-1 has a T-DNA integration at the
1 0th exon and eif3h-2 contains an insertion at the 1 1 th intron. Position of MPN domain
is ind icated by lines. B. Protein blot analysis of eif3h-1 . C. Functional complementation
of eif3h-1 . Comparison of seedling stage of wild-type, eif3h- 1 , and a transformant of
complemented l ines. The size bar is 5 mm. D. Fruit morphology was also recovered
by complementation .
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Fig. 2. 7 Pleiotropic developmental phenotypes of eif3h.
A. 25-day-old plants of wild-type and eif3h. The bars in A and B are 1 0 mm. B. Phenotypes
of the surviving adult eif3h mutant. C. The flowers of eif3h have fewer stamens and those
arecsometimes transformed into abnormal structure (wh ite arrow). The bars in C and E are
1 mm. D. Empty seed spots indicates reduced fertility of eif3h. The white bar represents 0.5
mm. E . The r oot hair f ormation is inhibited in eif3h. F. Loss of gravitropism and severe
defect in hypocotyl elongation a re s hown i n d ark g rown eif3h. S eedlings o n p lates w ere
grown vertically for 1 2 days. The bar is 0.5 cm .
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carrying a T-DNA in the eleventh intron (eif3h-2) showed a similar phenotype as eif3h- 1.
Morphological phenotypes of the eif3h- 1 allele, including characteristically warped
leaves and a short primary root with few lateral roots and root hairs, suggested an
altered auxin response (Fig. 2.6 C and Fig. 2.7 A and E). In ag reement with this, eif3h
seedlings produced a partial loss of gravitropism (Fig. 2.7 F) and the mRNA level of two
auxin-inducible genes were elevated slightly in the absence (/AA3 and /AA 14) or the
presence ( IAA3) of added auxin, while the level of /AA 17 was normal (data not shown;
BH Kim, unpublished data). The flowers contained a reduced number of stamens, a
small fraction of which had petaloid tissues (Fig. 2.7 C, Table 2. 1 ). The siliques, which
were shorter and wider with swollen tips (Fig. 2.6 D) , contained a reduced number of
normal seeds and some aborted seeds, suggesting a stochastic defect during
fertilization or embryogenesis (Fig. 2.7 D; Table 2 . 1 ). After germination in darkness,
seedlings of eif3h produced inhibition of hypocotyl elongation primarily due to the
decreased meristem activities and displayed an open hook and the separation of
cotyledons partially overlaps to the csn phenotypes (Fig. 2.8 A and B). However the
transcript level of one of the light inducible gene, CAB2 was normal in both light and dark
conditions (Fig. 2.8 C), suggesting a possible translational contribution of el F3h in
defects in etiolation.
Phenotypic rescue of all tested aspects of the eif3h mutant phenotype was
accomplished with a transgene harboring a fusion of the el F3h promoter and coding
region (Fig. 2.6 C and D) , thus confirming that the mutant phenotypes observed are due
to the disruption of the e/F3h gene. The progeny of rescued plants carrying a single wild
type e/F3h transgene segregated wild-type and eif3h mutant phenotypes at a 7: 1 ratio. A
ratio larger than the typical Mendelian 3: 1 ratio was also observed in the progeny of
eif3h /+ heterozygotes (78: 1 1 ), consistent with inefficient gametophytic transmission or

occasional embryo lethality of eif3h.
11- 3. el F3h protei n is enriched in roots and flowers and is not requi red for stability
of other el F3 subunits

As judged by western blotting, el F3h was expressed in all organs tested but
en riched in roots and flowers (Fig. 2.9 A), consistent with the pleiotropic phenotype of
the eif3h mutant. In the octameric CSN complex, loss of any one subunit results in the
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Table 2.1 eif3h shows reduced fertility and a defect in stamen development
Number of

Number of

Number of

Number of

seeds/sac

aborted

stamens/flower

abnormal

seeds/sac

stamens/Flower

WT

54.3 ± 3.2

0.2 ± 0.4

6±0

0±0

eif3h

1 5.9 ± 7. 1

21 .8 ± 8.3

4.4 ± 0.6

0.6 ± 0.6

Data are presented as average ± standard deviation.
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Fig . 2.8 The dark grown seedling phenotypes of eif3h.
A. A representative of eif3h grown in dark condition for 8 days. B.
Hypocotyl elongation of eif3h was reduced in the 5 days of dark condition.
Error bars indicate standard deviations C . Northern blot analysis of CAB2
gene expression was carried out using 1 0 µg of total RNA from 1 0-day-old
wild-type and eif3h. Transcript level of CAB2 was not changed .
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Fig. 2.9 Protein expression studies.
A. Western analysis of el F3h protein level in different tissues. Roots (Rt), rosette
leaves (Lf), cauline leaves (elf), stem (St), flowers (Fl), and siliques (Si). B.
Expression level of elF3b, elF3c, el F3e, CSN4, and CSN5 proteins in the wild-type
(WT) and eif3h. C. Gel filtration chromatography of wild-type (WT) and eif3h.
Performed by Avital Yahalom (Tel Aviv University). D. elF3b and h expression in wild
type (WT), csn 7 (fus5), and csn1(fus6) mutants grown for 7 days under l ight and dark
conditions . E. Transient localization of el F3h was exam ined by fluorescence
microscopy in onion epidermal cells. The arrow indicates the location of nucleus and
the white bar is 50 µm .
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destabilization of the entire complex (Staub et al., 1 996) . In contrast, in the case of el F3,
at least two core components, el F3b and elF3c, and one non-core component, e1 F3e,
were stably expressed in the eif3h mutant (Fig. 2.9 B). Furthermore, structurally intact
el F3 and CSN complexes are maintained without el F3h based on gel filtration
chromatography (Fig. 2.9 C, data from A. Yahalom). Together, our results suggest that
el F3h is not a core component of el F3; they are consistent with an accessory or
regulatory role of elF3h within elF3.
In light of the established role of the CSN in protein turnover in darkness (Osterlund
et al., 2000; Holm et al., 2002), we examined whether el F3 subunits might be stabilized

in csn mutant seedlings. The expression level of both elF3b and elF3h was the same,

whether in light or in darkness, in wild-type and two csn mutants tested, csn7 (fus5) and
csn 1 (fus6) (Fig. 2.9 D) . Therefore, the CSN does not seem to control the degradation of

these el F3 subunits.
The subcellular targeting of elF3h-GFP fusions was tested in onion epidermal cells.
Upon transient overexpression, both amino and carboxyl terminal GFP fusions of elF3h
were cytoplasmically localized and excluded from the nucleus ( Fig. 2.9 E), identical with
el F3b but clearly different from the nucleocytoplasmic distribution of el F3e ( Chapter 3;
Yahalom et al., 200 1 ). These results are consistent with a primarily cytoplasmic role of

elF3h as an elF3 subunit, yet do not preclude nuclear uptake of el F3h in conjunction
with another partner protein.
11-4. The el F3h gene underlies sugar and hormone responses

The eif3h mutant showed a biphasic response to external sugars. In the absence of
sucrose in the medium, eif3h mutant seedlings arrested their development without
expanding their primary leaves (Fig. 2.1 0 A). In contrast, 1 % sucrose prevented the

developmental arrest indicating that eif3h needs an exogenous sugar source after
germination. However, 1% sucrose delayed the greening process and induced
anthocyanin accumulation. Similar results were obtained with maltose and glucose, but
not with the non-hydrolyzable but osmotically active sugar, mannitol (Fig. 2. 1 0 D).
Furthermore, starting at 2% sucrose, full germination of eif3h was inhibited (Fig. 2. 1 0 C) .

Inhibition of greening and a block in post-germinative seedling development are sugar
signaling responses that can be seen with 6% sucrose in wild-type Arabidopsis (Fig.
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Fig. 2. 1 0 Sucrose responses in the eif3h mutant.
A. Seedlings were germinated on increasing concentration of sucrose for the indicated times.
Note the developmental arrest of eif3h by Day4 in the absence of sucrose as well as
hypersensitivity of eif3h to sucrose {arrows). An inset demonstrates that growth arrest
begins to occur at 6% sucrose in the wild -type. B. Stimulation of anthocyanin and of root
growth at 1 % sucrose as well as inhibition of seed germination in response to 6% sucrose
were observed in both eif3h and csn 1. C. The germination rate of eif3h {red) decreased with
increasing concentration of sucrose while wild-type seeds germinated efficiently {black).
Bars denote standard deviations. D. eif3h seedlings w ere germinated on 1 % mannitol or
maltose for 4 or 6 days.
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2.1 O A; Rook and Bevan , 2003). These results indicate that the sugar signaling pathway
is hypersensitized in the eif3h mutant. Interestingly, sugar-dependent greening and
excessive anthocyanin accumulation are also observed in the csn mutants (Castle and
Meinke, 1 994; Fig. 2.1 O B) , supporting the biological interaction between el F3h and the
CSN. Although postembryonic growth arrest of the csn mutant is not fully rescued by
external sugars, these results, together with the etiolation defects in darkness, highlight
a phenotypic overlap between eif3h and csn mutants, which may reflect a functional
relationship between two protein complexes.
In many Arabidopsis mutants, sensitivity to sugars during early germination is
correlated with sensitivity to abscisic acid (Rook and Bevan , 2003; Leon and Sheen,
2003) . Indeed, eif3h mutant seedlings were also hypersensitive to low concentrations of
ABA (Fig. 2.1 1 A and B) suggesting that el F3h activity underlies . the ASA-mediated
sugar signaling pathway. Brassinosteroids (BRs) regulate plant growth and development
by controlling the expression of specific genes. Among them el F3i mRNA levels are
augmented upon addition of BR, and misregulation of el F3i in Arabidopsis produced
abnormal growth, reminiscent of the phenotypes of mutants in BR synthesis or signaling
(Jiang and Clouse, 2001 ). Because certain aspects of the eif3h mutant phenotype, such
as dwarfism, altered leaf morphology, reduced fertility, and reduced apical dominance
are shared with BR-insensitive or BR-deficient mutants, the BR responses of eif3h were
tested by measuring hypocotyl elongation under light conditions (Fig. 2 . 1 1 C) suggesting
that el F3h antagonizes the effect of BR on hypocotyl elongation . This result reiterates
the possible involvement of translational control in brassinosteroid signal transduction.
11-5. el F3h is not requi red for general translation but may control translation of .
specific mRNAs

Considering that disruption of el F3h was not lethal and that other subunits of el F3
remained stable in the absence of the h subunit, we hypothesized that el F3h might be
dispensable for translation . To test this, eif3h and wild-type translation products were
pulse labeled in vivo with 35S-methionine and 35S-cysteine followed by SOS-PAG E of
equal amounts of proteins and autoradiography (Fig. 2.1 2 A). Clearly, the overall
translation rate was approximately the same between eif3h and wild type. While the
fission yeast el F3e/Yin6 subunit has a role in protein ubiquitination (Yen et al. , 2003), no
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difference in overall ubiquitination levels was observed in the Arabidopsis eif3h mutant
(Fig. 2. 1 2 B) . The presence or absence of distinct protein bands in eif3h as compared to
wild type (Fig. 2. 1 2 A) suggests the up or down regulation of specific proteins as a direct
or indirect consequence of the knockout of el F3h . Therefore, we conclude that the slow
growth , hormone, and sugar response phenotypes of the eif3h mutant are probably not
caused by a general reduction in the efficiency of translation initiation , but rather by
misexpression of specific proteins as a result of changes in translation initiation or other
functions of el F3h protein.
The translational regulation of specific mRNAs frequently relies on seq uence motifs
in their 5' leader or 3' untranslated regions (UTRs) . To examine how elF3h affects the
translation of specific mRNAs, various 5' leader sequences were compared between
eif3h and wild type using a transient dual-luciferase reporter assay (Fig. 2. 1 3 A). The 5'

leader sequences tested were those of the Arabidopsis ATB-2 gene (Rook et al. , 1 998a
and b), RBCS, CAB2 (Wei et al. , 1 994a), HY5 (Oyama et al. , 1 997), and the omega (Q)
translational leader of tobacco mosaic virus (TMV, Tanguay and Gallie, 1 996), and, as a
reference point, the leader sequence of tobacco etch vi rus (TL, Carrington and Freed,
1 990) . The leader of ·ATB-2, which encodes a bZI P transcription factor, was chosen
because it contains a sugar sensitive translational inhibitor motif and in the light of the
sugar hypersensitivity of the eif3h mutant. The motifs were fused upstream of the firefly
luciferase (fLUC) start codon. Each construct was transformed into eif3h mutant and
wild-type rosette leaves together with a reference construct containing a Reni lla
luciferase (RLUC) gene. Translational efficiency was expressed as the ratio of fLUC over
RLUC activity. This experiment must be conducted at 1 % sucrose, within the narrow
window at which eif3h mutant plants will develop to the rosette stage. As shown in
Figure 2. 1 3 C, ATB-2:fLUC was repressed about 6-fold in eif3h compared to wild type
plants. As a control, RT- PCR confirmed that the mRNA level of ATB2:fLUC was at least
as high in the eif3h mutant as in wild type (Fig. 2. 1 3 B). Likewise, endogenous ATB-2
mRNA levels were similar in eif3h and wild type. In wild-type plants, the translaional
activity of ATB2:fLUC was dependent on sucrose in the medium (Fig. 2. 1 3 D), consistent
with previous conclusions (Rook et al. , 1 998a). Meanwhile, the Q:fLUC, TL:fLUC and
RBCS:fLUC fusions were translated as effectively in eif3h as in wild type, and
CAB2:fLUC and HY5:fLUC were only moderlately inhibited in the eif3h mutant (Fig. 2. 1 3
E). These results strongly suggest that the translation factor e l F3h is important for the
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A. Two constructs used in co-transient transformation. The start codon of
firefly luciferase was fused in frame to the 5' UTR of interest. Renilla
luciferase used as a control of each transfection . B. The level of transcripts
was compared after the transfection by RT-PCR. PCR bands of ATB2 and
tubulin J3 represent the expression of endogenous genes . The similar level of
transcripts was shown for both firefly and Renilla luciferase genes after the
transient e xpression . C. T ranslation efficiency of ATB2 5' leader sequence
was tested in leaves of wild-type and eif3h grown on MS plate containing 1 %
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translation of specific mRNAs. It is plausible that the high level of expression of ATB-2
mRNA in the absence of sucrose relies specifically on the presence of el F3h. Taken
together, the global in vivo translation assay (Fig. 2.12 A) and the luciferase reporter
assays indicate that el F3h regulates the expression of a specific subset of mRNAs
rather than global translation.
Ill . Discussion

Translational control plays an important role in numerous developmental processes
as well as physiological responses. For example, in the case of pattern formation during
Drosophila embryogenesis, translational repression of maternally deposited mRNAs
together with differential mRNA localization effectively down-regulates specific mRNAs,
such as oskar, nanos, caudal and hunchback (Dean et al., 2002). In plants, translational
regulation contributes to the regulation of specific genes in response to environmental
cues, such as sugar homeostasis (Rook et al., 1998a), heat shock (Daubhadel et al.,
2002), and light-dark transitions (Hansen et al., 2001; Kawaguchi and Bailey-Serres,
2002) and in the context of viral pathogenesis (Poogin et al., 2001, Gallia, 2001,
Tanguay and Gallie, 1996). At the level of eukaryotic translation initiation, control is
exerted through various pathways involving the cap-binding complex, elF4F, as well as
through tRNA~Met loading of the 40S ribosomal subunit via el F2. I n comparison,
regulatory activities of the largest initiation factor, elF3, are poorly defined.
Here this study characterized the developmental and physiologial consequences of
a deficiency in one subunit of elF3, elF3h. In summary, the data provide evidence that
the translation of a variety of mRNAs is differentially compromised by the loss of elF3h,
suggesting that elF3h functions as an accessory or regulatory factor in translation
initiation. Moreover, the biochemical interaction between elF3h and other elF3 subunits
with the CSN complex may represent a conduit for the regulation of translation initiation
via elF3.
111-1. A developmental role of the el F3h subunit

Mutant studies in yeasts have suggested the model that el F3 contains an essential
set of five core subunits, elF3a, b, c, g, and i, deletion of which is lethal (Hershey and
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Merrick, 2000). Additional non-core subunits, such as el F3e/l nt6, do not significantly
affect the overall rate of translation in yeast (Bandyopadhyay et al., 2000). On this basis,
it was hypothesized that the non-core subunits have a regulatory role in translation
(Asano et al. , 1 997; Akiyoshi et al. , 2001 ). Although el F3e has been shown to affect the
stability of the el F3 complex (Bandyopadhyay et al. , 2002) , no evidence for an m RNA
specific role in translation has been demonstrated for any el F3 subunit.
The eif3h loss of function mutant described here is only the second report of a
germinal mutation in an el F3 subunit in a multicellular organism and the first mutant in a
presumptive non-core subunit. For comparison, a knock-out of the core subunit, el F3b,
caused early embryonic lethality in the mouse (Koyanagi-Katsuta et al . , 2002). The
hypothesis that non-core subunits of elF3 are dispensable for global translation remains
effective in Arabidopsis given that the rate of translation in seedlings of the eif3h mutant
was approximately normal (Fig. 2. 1 2 A). However, the phenotypic consequences of the
loss of el F3h were pleiotropic and included growth retardation , reduced fertility,
morphological abnormalities in leaf, root, and fruit development, seedling arrest in the
absence of an external carbon source, hypersensitivity to external sugars,
hypersensitivity to the plant hormones abscisic acid and brassinolide, and an altered
response to auxin. These effects are likely to reflect direct consequences of the mis
translation of specific mRNAs as well as indirect consequences thereof. Responses to
external sugars are closely intertwined with responses to the plant hormone ABA (Rook
and Bevan, 2003). The hypersensitivity to external sucrose in the eif3h mutant is
presumably mediated by ABA, given that ABA response factors have been placed
downstream of the sugar response by mutant analysis. Alternatively, the eif3h mutant
may display a constitutive ABA response, which mimicks the response to high sugar
phenotypically.
In addition eif3h shares some phenotypes with BR-related mutants. I ncreased
responses of the eif3h mutant to exogenous BL add to the potential interaction between
translation and BR signaling. Interestingly, el F3i has been known as a BR-induced
protein (Jiang and Clouse, 2001 ). In addition, translational enhancement of heat shock
protein synthesis by treatment with 24-epibrassinolide further supports the notion that
certain elements of translation are sensitive to BR signaling (Dhaubhadel et al., 2002).
Formally, the sensitization of BR signaling in the eif3h mutant might suggest that elF3h
functions as a repressor of BR-dependent translation. Further work is needed to confirm
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this idea. Although it is not yet clarified the inducibility of other subunits of el F3 knockout
of el F3h augmented the BL effects at least regarding hypocotyl elongation in light
condition probably by releasing the negative regulatory circuit from elF3.
111-2. elF3h may function as a translational regulator
Co-immunoprecipitation and yeast two-hybrid experiments clearly corroborated the
notion that elF3h is an authentic subunit of Arabidopsis elF3 (Fig. 2.2; Burks et al. ,
2001). While loss-of-function in individual subunits of another (PCI) protein complex, the
CSN, cause the disintegration of the entire complex and the subsequent destabilization
of the remaining subunits (Staub et al. , 1996), the protein levels of three elF3 subunits
tested remained high in the el F3h mutant. Translational regulation of specific mRNAs
often involves the 5' leader sequence and its inherent RNA sequence motifs, RNA
secondary structure elements, binding sites for regulatory proteins, or upstream open
reading frames (uORFs). To directly address the hypothesis that el F3h may regulate
translation in a gene-specific fashion, candidate 5' leader sequences were tested for
their effect on luciferase reporter gene expression in wild-type and eif3h mutant plants.
Importantly, two different viral leader sequences supported translation at a high level and
equally well in wild-type and eif3h mutant plants. Among these, the omega leader
sequence of tobacco mosaic virus enhances translation by binding the heat shock
protein HSP101 (Tanguay and Gallie, 1996; Wells et al., 1998). The enhancing function
of Q depends on the presence of the el F3b core subunit, and also elF4G, in yeast (Wells
et al., 1998). If the loss of elF3h affected global translational activity as governed by
elF3b, then the activity of omega in Arbidopsis would be expected to be compromised in
the eif3h mutant.

The ATB-2 leader is known to direct a translational repression in response to
external sucrose (Rook et al., 1998a) in the range of 25mM to 50mM (0.8-1.7%). While,
in the wild-type, the expression of the ATB-2:fLUC transcript was similar with (29mM,
1%) and without sucrose, in the mutant eif3h background, the expression was reduced
six fold compared to the wild-type background (Fig. 2.13 B). These data are consistent
with the hypothesis that the sugar repression of the ATB-2 translational leader, which we
have reproduced here, is mediated by elF3h. Based on these results we propose the
following model: At low sucrose concentration (up to about 1%), the elF3h protein is
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needed for the efficient translation of ATB-2. Loss of e/F3h then causes ATB-2
translation to drop. The ATB-2 protein is involved in photosynthetic gene expression and
its transcription is derepressed in darkness in the light signaling mutants, cop 1 and det 1
(Rook et al. , 1 998b) . Hence, a loss of ATB-2 in the eif3h mutant. might easily result in a
greening defect. I ndeed, the eif3h mutant displayed a greening defect at moderate
sucrose levels. I n the wild type, sucrose represses photosynthetic gene expression by
down-regulation. ATB-2 thus causes reduced greening at high sucrose levels. It is
plausible that the loss of ATB-2 expression may in fact be one key factor in the sugar
hypersensitivity of the eif3h mutant. Moreover, there are probably additional mRNAs
besides ATB-2 that require el F3h in the absence of external sucrose. If this was true,
severe effects are predicted when eif3h mutants are grown in the complete absence of
sucrose. I ndeed , the eif3h mutant was completely arrested on medium lacking sucrose
(Fig. 2. 1 0 A) .
If el F3h does in fact regulate specific target mRNAs, how does it recognize its
targets? Each target mRNA must carry a distinct characteristic that is identified either
directly by e l F3h or, more likely, indirectly by other regulatory RNA binding proteins from
within or beyond the generic translation initiation machinery. The leader sequence of the
CAB2 mRNA, which lacks upstream open reading frames, was only mildly compromised,
if at all, by the eif3h mutation. However, two other leader sequences tested, those of the
HY5 and the ATB-2 bZip domain transcription factors, which both contain uORFs, were
inhibited in the eif3h mutant (Fig. 2. 1 3). These results indicate that the HY5 and ATB-2
leaders specifically require elF3 with its elF3h subunit intact for efficient translation
initiation. Jn fact phenotypic studies of eif3h points numerous possible targets involved in
this hypothesis. For example the inhibition of primary root growth and the
hypersensitivity to sucrose treatment in eif3h resembles the phenotypes of pr/1 (Nemeth
et al., 1 998) . While the inhibition of lateral root formation and loss of g ravitropism is
similar to the phenotypes of sir and auxin signaling mutants (Fukaki et al. , 2002) , loss of
root hairs is the typical phenotype of cpc (Wada et al. , 1 997).
111-3. Interaction between elF3 and-the COP9 signalosome
This study confirms and extends previous observations indicating a biochemical
interaction between el F3 and the COP9 signalosome complex (Karniol et al. , 1 998;
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Yahalom et al., 2001 ). Specifically, elF3h interacted with multiple CSN subunits in yeast
two-hybrid assays.

Moreover, an antibody against elF3h was able to co

immunoprecipitate the CSN4 and CSN5 subunits (Fig. 2.2) while CSN4 and CSN5 did
not show direct interaction with elF3h in yeast two-hybrid assays suggesting el F3h
interacts with the whole CSN complex. Because the precipitated protein amount is
smaller than the subunits of el F3 the interaction may be transient or tissue specific. On
the contrary to the nucleocytoplasmic location of el F3e (Chapter 3; Yahalom et al., 2001 )
cytoplasmic localization of elF3h (Fig. 2.9 E) supports the idea of transient interaction
with the mostly nuclear localized CSN. Otherwise the cytoplasmically localized
'miniCSN', containing from CSN4 to CSN8 (Tomoda et al., 200 1 ), may participate in an
interaction between elF3h and the CSN; however the presence of a mini-CSN needs to
be confirmed in Arabidopsis.
Although the interaction between elF3h and CSN subunits was weak, it was
demonstrated in wild-type Arabidopsis with the authentic proteins at native expression
levels. EIF3 and the CSN are PCI complexes, defined as multisubunit protein complexes
containing proteins with PCI domains or MPN domains (reviewed in Kim et al. , 2001 ).
Interestingly, mutants in the CSN share certain similarities with the eif3h mutant
phenotype described here. For example, both mutants arrest development after
germination at the seedling stage. Moreover, external sucrose induces anthocyanin
accumulation in eif3h mutants and more strikingly, in csn mutants (Castle and Meinke,
1 994; Fig. 2 . 1 O B). However, there are also clear distinctions between their mutant
phenotypes. The eif3h mutant is rescued by external sucrose while csn mutants are not.
In addition, csn mutants clearly display constitutive photomorphogenesis, whereas eif3h
mutants only display certain aspects of a light-grown morphology in darkness such as a
reduced hypocotyl and open cotyledons (Fig. 2.8).
Biochemical interactions between the PCI complexes are also emerging in other
organisms. Mammalian elF3e/lnt6 can interact with the CSN subunits (Hoareau Alves et
al., 2002). The closest homolog of elF3e/lnt6 in budding yeast, Pci8p, is associated with
elF3 but also functions in the context of a CSN-like complex (Shalev et al., 2001 ; Wee et
al., 2002; Maytal-Kivity et al., 2003). Moreover, the el F3e/lnt6 homolog of fission yeast
affects protein turnover by interacting with a third PCI complex, the 1 9S proteasome lid
complex and its deletion causes hyperaccumulation of ubiquitinated proteins (Yen et al.,
2003). While this first report on the el F3h subunit clearly suggests an involvement in a
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translational regulatory pathway (Fig. 2.12 and 2.13), the interaction between elF3h and
the CSN may help to coordinate the respective cellular activities of the two complexes in
translation initiation and protein turnover, respectively.
Based on these results in Chapter 2 and previous reports, a model regarding the
role of elF3h in translation with various input signals is proposed (Fig. 2.14). Concerning
the translation of most mRNAs, el F3h is probably not required for the function of el F3
(Fig. 2.12 A and 2.13 E). However, as exemplified by the mRNAs for ATB-2, HY5, and
perhaps CAB2 (Fig. 2.13 C and E), elF3h may be a cofactor of elF3 that stimulates the
translation of a certain set of mRNAs. The activity of el F3h may be modulated by
upstream cellular processes, perhaps in conjunction with the CSN, in response to
environmental or developmental stimuli exampled by sugar and ABA signaling pathway.
If this was true, mRNAs that are under-translated in the eif3h mutant would presage the
mutant phenotype of eif3h per se. Differential translation of target mRNAs could be
achieved by a structural release of el F3h from elF3 similarly to the situation in the eif3h
mutant or through shielding of the active sites of el F3h by interactions with partner
proteins such as the CSN or by posttranslational modifications of the elF3h protein.
Further studies may uncover a novel mechanism underlying elF3-mediated translational
control.
IV. Methods
IV-1 . Growth condition and mutant isolation

The general growth conditions for Arabidopsis were described previously (Stacey et
al., 1999). Seedlings were grown on agar plates or in liquid medium containing 1X
strength Murashige-Skoog salts, pH 5.7, and 1% sucrose. Abscisic acid (Sigma) was
dissolved in ethanol and Brassinolide (CI D technology) was dissolved in 80% ethanol.
For in vivo labeling seedlings were grown on plates for 7 days and then incubated in
liquid 1X MS medium containing Trans (35S] Label (ICN Biomedical) at a concentration of
40µCi/ml for one hour before harvest. Wild-type plants and the eif3h mutant were in the
Columbia background. The csn 1 (fus6) mutant is in Wassilewskija and csnl (fus5) is in
Landsberg erecta background. A T-DNA mutant screen was conducted with primers 5' -
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Fig. 2.1 4 A proposed model.
This model suggests that global translation dependent on the core elF3
activity (dark gray arrows) can be distinguished from translation of
specific mRNAs, which require elF3h as a cofactor (light gray arrows).
Regulatory activity of elF3h can be modulated by other upstream signal
transduction (black dashed lines) and by the CSN. The knockout mutant
eif3h lost regulatory circuit and therefore produces abnormal level of
specific proteins.
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TTT CAC TAT CAC CGG AGA CTA TTT CAA TG-3' and 5'-TTG GGT AGT CTI TGC
AAT CAG TTG TCG TG-3' in collaboration with the Arabidopsis Knockout Facility
(Madison, Wisconsin) according to their standard procedure (Krysan et al. 1 999). Digital
images of plants were captured on a stereomicroscope (Olympus SZX1 2 with DP1 0
camera, Olympus, Tokyo) and processed using Adobe Photoshop software (Adobe
Systems, Mountain View, CA).
IV-2. Molecular cloning and protein analysis
Complementary DNA of el F3h was amplified (from EST N9651 9) by PCR with the
primers 5'-GAC TAG ATC TAT GGC AAC CAT GGC TAG GTC GTT C-3' and 5'-GTC
TCT GAG TCA GTT GTC GTG CAA TGC TTT GGT C-3'. A full length cDNA was
inserted into pET30a (Novagen) and pG EX4T-1 (Pharmacia) for production of
recombinant el F3h proteins in E. coli strain BL2 1 . A rabbit antiserum was raised against
a His6-tagged el F3h (Covance) and then affinity purified against glutathione S
transferase (GST)-tagged e1 F3h protein coupled to a Hi Trap affinity column (Amersham
Pharmacia Biotech) as described previously (Yahalom et al. , 2001 ). Other antibodies
against el F3e and el F3b were from Yahalom and coworkers (2001 ). Antibodies against
CSN4, CSN5, and ubiquitin were purchased from Affinity, I nc.
Total plant protein was extracted in grinding buffer (400 mM sucrose, 1 0 o/o(w/v)
glycerol, 1 0 mM KCI, 50 mM Tris-HCI, pH 8.0, 1 0 mM EDTA, 1 X protease inhibitor
cocktail [Sigma]) and quantitated by BCA assays (Pierce). Proteins were separated in 1 O
% or 1 2.5 % acrylamide gels by SOS-PAG E and then electroblotted to polyvinylidene
difluoride membrane. Primary affinity pu rified antibodies were used at 1 :4000 dilution
and the secondary antibody conjugated with alkaline phosphatase was used at 1 :5000
dilution. Chemiluminescent signals were developed using CSPD (Disodium 3-(4-metho
xyspiro {1 ,2-dioxetane-3,2-(5-chloro) tricyclo [3.3. 1 . 1 3•

7

]

decan}-4-yl)phenyl phosphate)

substrate (Roche). For gel filtration chromatography about 800 µg of total protein was
loaded onto a superose 6 H R column (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech) charged with PBS
{1 37 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCI, 4.3 mM Na2H PO4, 1 .4 mM KH2PO4) containing 5 mM MgCl2
and 1 0% glycerol. 0.5 ml fractions were collected and concentrated using Strata Clean
Resin Beads (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA) and analyzed by immunoblotting.
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IV-3. Transgenic plants and RNA analysis
For complementation of the eif3h mutant, the coding region of e/F3h was inserted
into pAVA393 by replacing G FP (von Arnim et al. , 1 998). About 1 900 basepairs of the 5'
upstream region from the start codon of the e/F3h gene was amplified by PCR using
primers 5'-TCG GTA CCG AAA GAG TGG CTC TTT-3' and 5'-TTG TCA TGA AAA TAG
TCT CCG GTG-3', and inserted into pAVA393:elF3h by replacing the 35S promoter. The
cassette was then transferred to the binary vector pCAMBIA-1 300 (CAMBIA).
Transformation of the homozygous eif3h mutant plants was done by the floral dip
method using Agrobacterium strain GV31 0 1 (Clough and Bent, 1 998) . Transformants
were selected on MS agar plates containing hygromycin (30 mg/I).
Total RNA was prepared by grinding tissues in liquid nitrogen and extracting with
Trizol (Sigma) . Equal amount of RNA was separated by 1 % agarose/formaldehyde gel
electrophoresis and then transferred to positively charged nylon membranes (Roche).
DIG (digoxygenin) labeled or a-32P labeled probes were prepared using DNA labeling kit
( Roche} or random prime labeling system (Amersham Biosciences), respectively,
according to their instructions.

The cDNA of IAA3 (C000 1 1 ) , IAA 1 4 (C00046}, and

chalcone synthase (YAP097T3) were provided by Arabidopsis Biological Stock Center.
The cDNA of cab2 and rbcS were described before (Wei et al. , 1 994a) and the fragment
of IAA 1 7 (At1 904250) was amplified by PCR using Arabidopsis genomic DNA. Northern
blots were hybridized at 65°C in DIG Easy Hyb (Roche) and washed two times with 2X
SSC and 0.1 %(WN) SOS followed by two times with 0.1 X SSC and 0. 1 %(WN) SOS for
20 minutes each.
For RT-PCR assay about 1 µg of total RNA was used to synthesize cDNAs using M
MLV reverse transcriptase (Promega) . The cDNA product was used as templates for the
subsequent PCR reactions with the condition of 25 cycle at 95°C for 30 sec, 60 °C for
30sec, and 72 ° C for 1 min. Primers for the amplification of tubulin-� were 5'-CCT GAT
AAC rrc GTC TTT G G-3' and 5'-GTG AAC TCC ATC TCG TCC AT-3'. Primers for
ATB-2 were 5'-ACT err CCC TGT TTT TGT rrG TGT G-3' and 5'-CAT TAA AGC ATC
AGA AGA CGC CAT G-3'. Primers for firefly luciferase were 5' -TGG CCA TGG AAG
ACG CCA AAA ACA-3' and 5'-AGT ACT AGT Arr TGG ACT rrc CGC C-3'. Primers
for Renilla luciferase were 5'-ACC CAT GGC rrc GAA AGT rrA TGA T-3' and 5'-GGA
GAT err TGT TCA TTT rrG AGA ACT-3'.
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IV-4. Yeast two-hybrid and co-immunoprecipitation assays

Complementary DNA of elF3a was amplified ( from EST W43633) by PCR with the
primers 5'-GTC GGA TCC ATG GCG AAT TTT GCC AAA CCA-3' and 5'-AAC CTC
GAG TCT AGA TGG GCC TGG AGC TTC CAA AT-3'. Cloning sites of pEG202 and
pJ G4-5 were slightly modified (Stacey et al., 2000) to generate LexA DNA binding
domain fusions and B42 activation domain fusions, respectively, for elF3h, elF3a, b and
c (Yahalom et al., 2001), as well as for CSN4 and 5 (Serino et al., 1999). Co
transformants of yeast strain EGY48 (l nvitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) containing pSH18-34
were selected. To test for two-hybrid interactions at least three independent transformed
colonies were tested for the expression of the LEU2 and Lacz reporter genes on
YNB/galactose/X-gal plates lacking leucine.
Co-immunoprecipitation (Co-I P) was done similarly to the published method with a
modification (Weigel and Glazebrook, 2002). Total proteins were extracted from 7-day
old seedlings using Co-I P buffer ( 50mM Tris-HCI, pH 7 . 5, 150 mM NaCl, 10 mM M gCl2,

0.2 % NP-40, 1X protease inhibitor cocktail (Sigma)). Dimethylpimelidate ( 40 mM) was
used to covalently couple equal amounts of pre-immune serum or elF3h antiserum to
protein A-sepharose. Precipitated immunocomplex from 2 mg of total protein extract was
washed four times with co-I P buffer and eluted with elution buffer ( 100 mM Tricine, pH
2. 5) and neutralized with 1 volume of 1 molar Tris-HCI (pH 7. 5). Neutralized samples
were concentrated by ul trafiltration (Millipore) and then analyzed by immunoblotting.
IV-5. Transient expression and luciferase reporter assays

Wild-type and eif3h grown for 20 days on MS agar plates containing different
sucrose concentration were co-transfected by bombardment (PDS-000 /He, Bio-Rad)
and incubated in white light for 20 h followed by extraction of protein and reporter gene
assay. The control plasmid contains the fusion of Renilla luciferase to the translational
leader (TL) of tobacco etch virus (Carrington and Freed, 1990) under the control of 35S
promoter. The experimental plasmid has a 35S promoter controlled firefly luciferase as a
reporter while the TL was replaced by corresponding 5' untranslated leader sequences
of the mRNAs to be tested. The 68 base pairs of the omega (Q) motif were synthesized
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(Integrated DNA Technologies) based on published results (Tanguay and Gallie, 1996).
The 540 base pairs of ATB-2 sequences (from -540 to +1 as a start codon) were used
as a 5' untranslated leader (Rook et al., 1998a). The 5' untranslated leader of cab2
(At1929930) includes from -66 to +36 while the sequences from -35 to +61 of rbcS
(At5g38430) were tested as a 5' untranslated leader. The 191 base pairs of HY5
(At5g11260, from -191 to +1) was used as a 5' untranslated leader. The luciferase
activity was measured using the Dual-Luciferase reporter assay system (Promega,
Madison, WI) and a luminometer (TD-20/20, Turner Designs). Ratios of relative
enzymatic activities, firefly luciferase to Renilla luciferase, were obtained and statistically
processed after at least four independent experiments to indicate a translational
efficiency of the target 5' untranslated leader sequences.
For subcellular localization, the coding region of el F3h was inserted into pAVA393
to generate GFP fusions. Both amino and carboxyl terminal fusions were expressed in
onion epidermal cells by particle bombardment and monitored using epifluorescence
microscope (Axiovert 135TV, Zeiss).
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CHAPTER 3. NUCLEOCYTOPLASMIC DISTRIBUTION OF EIF3E
MAY MEDIATE REGULATORY ROLES IN ARABIDOPSIS
DEVELOPMENT
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Parts of this chapter have been published in:
Yahalom, A., Kim, T. H . , Winter, E., Karniol, B., von Arnim, A.G. , and Chamovitz,
D.A. 2001 . Arabidopsis el F3e (INT-6) associates with both el F3c and the
COPS signalosome subunit CSN7. J Biol. Chem. 276, 334-40.

ABSTRACT
The COP9 signalosome (CSN) is a negative regulator of light signal transduction in
plants. The CSN may function by affecting protein degradation, translation, or
transcription. Both the CSN and translation initiation factor 3 (elF3) belong to the group
of PCI complexes, which share common motifs, namely PCI and MPN domains, thought
to mediate protein-protein interactions. Previously, three PCI or MPN domain containing
subunits of elF3, specifically elF3c, elF3e, and elF3h, co-purified during the preparation
of the CSN in plants. Yeast two-hybrid and co-immunoprecipitation assays demonstrated
specific interactions between subunits of elF3 and the CSN . Moreover, overlapping
patterns of protein localization of el F3e and CSN7 suggested possible regulatory roles of
elF3e both in the nucleus and the cytoplasm. In support of this notion, I identified a
nuclear import signal and a nuclear export domain in Arabidopsis elF3e. In addition,
overexpression of elF3e caused enhanced expression of a subset of mRNAs and
produced a spectrum of morphological phenotypes that overlaps with those produced by
the csn mutants. The phenotypes included reduced hypocotyl elongation and
developmental arrest of the shoot apical meristem. Co-suppression of elF3e inhibited
reproductive growth and differentiation. These results suggest a pivotal role of the el F3e
subunit in plant development.
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I. Introduction

The initiation of protein synthesis is a complex process that requires sequential
actions of eukaryotic translation initiation factors (elFs}. The exact composition of the
largest initiation factor, elF3, is still being debated although it is accepted nowad ays as
an 11-subunit protein complex in multicellular organisms (Browning et al. , 2001}. Mutant
studies with elF3b in the mouse produced an embryo-lethal phenotype (Koyanagi
Katsuta et al. , 2002) , but apart from the eif3h mutant presented in Chapter 2, no other
mutants are available in multicellular eukaryotes. In plants, a T-D NA integration mutant
of elF(iso) 4E is the only known mutant of any ini tiation factor (Lellis et al. , 2002). Among
the subunits of elF3, three subunits, namely elF3c, elF3e, and elF3h, share PCI or MP N
d omains with subunits of the COP 9 signalosome (CSN) , which has genetically well
defined and d iverse roles in developmental processes in plants and animals. Beyond the
sequence similarities, physical interactions have been identified between subunits of the
two protein complexes, suggesting that the CSN may regulate translation at the initiation
step (Karniol et al. , 1998).
It has previously been shown that Arabid opsis elF3e i s a part of elF3, yet interacts
with the CSN through CSN7 (Yahalom et al. , 2001). The mammalian elF3e gene, also
known as lnt6, was originally id entified as a frequent i ntegration site of mouse mammary
tumor virus and expression of a tru ncated elF3e/lnt6 gene caused malignant
transformation in animal cells (Rasmussen et al., 2001; Mayeur and Hershey, 2002; see
Chapter 1 for details) . Among the six suggested regulatory components of elF3
deregulation of two subunits, e and h is associated with cancer formation in human
(Watkins and Norbury, 2002). Considering that various oncogenes contain IRES
elements within their 5' leader s�quences, control of translation initiation via the
regulatory function of elF3e or elF3h may have important roles in proper cell d ivision and
differentiation. In plants, the expression level of the regulatory subunits of elF3 is
differentially regulated d uring development and following heat shock in wheat (Gallie et
al. , 1998). Coordinated expression of multiple translation initiation factors is maintained
during seed germination. However, during seed development or after heat shock
treatment uncoupling of the coordinated expression is observed , suggesting that major
changes in the protein expression profile may be brought about by controlling the
abundance of translation initiation factors (Gallie et al. , 1998) .
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While most of the translation initiation factors are located exclusively in the
cytoplasm (Bohnsack et al. , 2002), the CSN is mainly localized in the nucleus,
regardless of cell type and environmental conditions (Chamovitz et al., 1996). The
obvious spatial restriction against efficient interactions between the CSN and el F3 may
be explained by nucleocytoplasmic transport of corresponding interactive partners of
each protein complex. In support of this idea, it is thought that monomeric forms of
CSNS and CSN7 are cytoplasmic although their role as monomers is not understood
(Kwok et al., 1998; Karniol et al., 1999). An active transport mechanism controls the
distribution of polypeptides or nucleic acids bigger than 40 kDa through the nuclear pore
complexes (NPC) embedded in the nuclear envelope (reviewed in Gorlich and Kutay,
1999; Merkle, 2001 ). Import into the nucleus is generally mediated by a specific receptor
complex of importins, which recognizes the nuclear localization signal (NLS), a short
sequence comprised of basic amino acids, in cargo proteins. As for nuclear export of
macromolecules, the export receptor CRM1/XPO1 is involved, but not exclusively, in
recognizing the leucine enriched nuclear export signals (NESs) of cargoes and
transporting them to the cytoplasm. The directionality of transport is dependent on the
asymmetric concentration of the small GTPase Ran as RanG DP or RanGTP. Thus, in
the nucleus the high concentration of the chromatin-associated Ran guanine nucleotide
exchange factor (RanGEF), RCC1, causes the disassembly of cargo-importin complexes
and induces the assembly of cargo-exportin complexes. Exported macromolecular
complexes can be dissociated in the cytoplasm after the hydrolysis of RanGTP to
RanG DP, which is stimulated by the activity of the preferentially cytoplasmic Ran
GTPase-activating protein (RanGAP). In plants, because there have been reports on
functional conservation of key components - importin alpha (Jiang et al. , 2001 ),
CRM 1 /XPO1 (Haasen et al., 1 999), and RanGAP (Rose and Meier, 2001 ) - it is
suggested that a similar mechanism is effective for the nucleocytoplasmic transport of
proteins.
Similar to the CSN subunits, elF3e has a predicted PCI domain within the carboxyl
terminal region.

In addition, two putative nuclear localization signals (NLS),

308KKMK311 and 267 KRRR 270, were discovered in elF3e, which are essentially
conserved in human elF3e (Guo and Sen, 2000). Given that the Arabidopsis elF3e
protein contains amino acid motifs resembling basic NLSs and leucine-rich NESs, I
hypothesized that el F3e is a nucleocytoplasmic protein. This hypothesis was tested
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using G FP tagging and immunfluorescence detection of el F3e in the cell . I n addition, to
distinguish the specific role of the el F3e subunit from that of elF3h and that of the CSN , I
examined the phenotype of transgenic Arabidopsis after ectopic overexpression or down
regulation of the el F3e transgene.
II. Results
11-1 . Subcellular localization of the subunits of elF3 and the CSN
To address the potential function of the CSN interactive e l F3 subunits, subcellular
localization of the subunits of el F3 and the CSN was studied transient expression
assays in onion epidermal cells. The green fluorescent protein (G FP) or yellow
fluorescent protein (YFP) was attached as a reporter in order to check the localization
patterns of representative recombinant proteins using fluorescence microscopy. If the
regulatory factors of el F3 function exclusively as subunits of el F3, then it is expected
that they will show identical localization patterns, most likely exclusively cytoplasmic
localization for the translational purpose. Moreover, PSORT analysis on the subunits of
el F3 predicted cytoplasmic localization patterns for 9 subunits, all except el F3e and
el F3a (Burks et al. , 2001).
Consistent with the presence of two putative NLSs within e l F3e, el F3e was found in
both the cytoplasm and the nucleus (Fig. 3. 1 D and J). The distribution of G FP-el F3e
was similar to that of two CSN subunits, CSN 5 and CSN 7 (Fig. 3. 1 E and K, F and L) .
G FP-el F3e had a higher level of nuclear localization than a G FP dimer (Fig. 3 . 1 A and
G), even though its molecular mass (78kD) is larger than that of the G FP dimer (55 kD).
Therefore, even though the nuclear level did not approach that of a nuclear control
protein, G FP-N l a (Fig. 3.7 A), el F3e appears to have an intrinsic propensity for nuclear
uptake. In contrast, G FP-el F3b and GFP-el F3h fusions showed exclusively cytoplasmic
localization (Fig. 3.1 B and H, C and I), as expected for a subunit of el F3.
Subsequently, an immunocytochemical assay was employed to determine the
localization of endogenous el F3e as well as of el F3b and the CSN subunit CSN7 in

Arabidopsis protoplasts that were counterstained with DAPI . Endogenous el F3e was
primarily cytoplasmic in protoplasts derived from seedling leaf tissue (Fig. 3.2 D and H).
However, protoplasts from roots often revealed both cytoplasmic as well as nuclear or
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Fig. 3.1 Subcellular localization duri ng transient expression i n onion
epidermal cel ls.

A and G. GFP dimer. B and H, el F3b fused to C-terminal of GFP . C and I.
elF3h -GFP shown in Fig. 2.9 E. D and J, GFP-elF3e. E and K, YFP -CSN7.
F and L, YFP-CSN5. All constructs under the control of 35S promoter were
introduced into onion epidermal cells by particle bombardment. Left column
is the images of fluorescence microscopy. The positions of the nuclei were
determined by corresponding bright-field images as shown in the right
column and are highlighted by arrows. The bar represents 50 µM .
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Fig . 3.2 lmmunofluorescence of elF3e, elF3b, and CSN7 proteins in
Arabidopsis protoplasts.

A-D and 1-L, images of antibody treatment. E-H and M-P, images of DAPI
staining. A and E. treatment with GUS antibody on protoplasts from a G US
transgenic Arabidopsis. B and F. negative control without first antibody. C and D .
treatment with a n antibody against elF3e. I and J . el F3b antibody. K and L.
CSN7 antibody. The white bar represents 40 µM .
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perinuclear staining of el F3e (Fig. 3.2 C and G). For comparison, as expected, beta
glucuronidase (G US) was always cytoplasmic in protoplasts from roots of a transgenic
GUS line (Fig. 3.2 A and E). On the other hand, the majority of Arabidopsis elF3b was
cytoplasmic in protoplasts isolated from seedling roots and leaves (Fig. 3.2 I and M, J
and N). The localization of elF3e overlapped that of the CSN7 protein, which was found
in both nucleus and cytoplasm of root and leaf protoplasts (Fig. 3.2 K and 0, L and P).
In summary, the subcellular localization of el F3e was clearly distinct from that of an
elF3 core subunit, el F3b, and one regulatory non-core subunit, elF3h, but more similar
to CSN7.

These results are consistent with the interpretation that elF3 itself is a

cytoplasmic protein complex, while elF3e functions both in the cytoplasm as well as in
the nucleus. The subcellular localization data are also consistent with the documented
direct interaction between elF3e and the CSN subunit CSN7 (Yahalom et al., 2001).
Moreover, given that nuclear enrichment was largely confined to root protoplasts, the
nuclear localization of elF3e may be regulated by cell type-specific factors.
11-2. Identification of a nuclear import signal (NLS) in Arabidopsis elF3e
Protein sequence comparison of elF3e from human, Drosophila, Arabidopsis, and
fission yeast showed a high level of similarity (Fig. 3.3). Yeast two-hybrid and co
immunoprecipitation data (Yahalom et al. , 2001; Chapter 2) confirm that the Arabidopsis
elF3e gene, a single copy gene, encodes an authentic elF3e subunit (Burks et al.,
2001).
In order to test the activity of the basic amino acid as putative NLS motifs, a
deletion series of el F3e was fused to G FP and localization patterns were examined
based on GFP reporters (Fig. 3.4). Compared to the relative nuclear level of GFP alone,
GFP attached to full-length elF3e accumulated about 4% more fluorescence in the
nucleus (Fig. 3.4 a). Moreover, the strong nuclear accumulation of a small fragment
containing the two putative NLS motifs pinpointed the nuclear import activity of el F3e to
the 68 amino acids region spanning from residue 260 to 328 (Fig. 3.4 b). Because
nearby basic motifs often function together as a bipartite NLS, site directed mutagenesis
was used to reveal the interdependency of the two basic motifs in el F3e (Fig. 3.4 c and
d). While mutation of the first basic motif did not affect the localization pattern of elF3e,
changing the second NLS completely inhibited the nuclear import activity. These data
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Fig. 3.3 The Arabidopsis elf3e contains several functional protein motifs.
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% Nuclear Localization
1 0 .9 ± 1 .9

GFP
1
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1 4.2 ± 2.0
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Fig. 3.4 A nuclear import signal exists in elF3e.
A d eletion s eries o f e I F3e w as fused to G FP and expressed transiently in onion
epidermal cells. GFP fluorescence was quantified in nucleus and cytoplasm using
IP Lab software and % nuclear localization was calculated as mean value ±
standard deviation . Location of nuclei was highlighted with arrows. A small fragment
. upstream of the PCI domain has nuclear import activity (b ). Site directed
mutagenesis revealed that 306KKM K31 1 , but not 26 7 KRRR270 , is responsible for the
nuclear import activity of elF3 (c and d).
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clearly demonstrated that 308KKMK 311, but not 267 KRRR270, is responsible for the
nuclear import of elF3e.
1 1-3. The nuclear export activity of elF3e is dependent on nuclear export receptor
CRM1

The fact that onl y 14% of full length elF3e is l ocalized in the nucleus, although it has
a moderately strong NLS motif, suggested a possible existence of nuclear export or
cytoplasmic retention signals in el F3e. When the C-terminal one third of el F3e including
the NLS was deleted, the remaining protein remained excluded from the nucleus,
suggesting a functional motif for the cytoplasmic l ocalization of el F3e. The human
el F3e/l nt6 protein contains an NES like motif within the N- terminal 20 amino acids (Guo
and Sen, 2000). However, when the N-terminal 60 amino acids of Arabidopsis el F3e
were deleted, the resul ting protein accumul ated in the nucleus like full-length el F3e
indicating no special motif within this region (Fig. 3.5 a) Further deletion analysis
revealed, however, that the middle region of el F3e from the 159th to the 26ih amino
acids retained the ability for nuclear excl usion of the GFP reporter (Fig. 3. 5 d)
To address whether the nuclear exclusion of el F3e represents nuclear export, first,
the nuclear protein, HY5, was attached to the N-terminus of GFP thereby constructing a
double reporter to drive the experimental recombinant protein into the nucleus (Fig. 3. 6).
Although HY5 contains a strong NLS, the elF3e (159-262) fragment forced a substantial
amount of the GFP fluorescence from the nucleus to the cytopl asm (Fig. 3. 6 a and c).
Treatment with a specific inhibitor of the main nuclear export receptor, leptomycin B
(LMB), increased the nuclear level, suggesting that the nuclear excl usion event is a
result of nuclear export activity and that is at least partly mediated by the nuclear export
receptor CRM1/XPO1 in Arabidopsis (Fig. 3.6 b and d).
11-4. A nuclear speckle-forming motif is present in the N-terminal end of elF3e

In contrast to the human elF3e/l nt6 protein, Arabidopsis el F3e contains a NES
motif within the central region of el F3e regardless of the conserved l eucine residues in
the N-terminus that are known to be important for the cytoplasmic retention of the human
elF3e/l nt6 (Guo and Sen, 2000). Instead of acting as an NES motif, the N-terminal 59
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% Nuclear Localization
G FPelF3e(1 -441 )

1 4.2 ± 2 .0

(a) elF3e(60-441 )GFP

1 0. 1 ± 1 .9

(b) GFPelF3e( 1 -262)

5.2 ± 2.4

G FPelF3e( 1 -1 58)

1 1 .8 ± 0.4

(c) GFPelF3e(1 -202)

1 0.5 ± 2 .3

(d) GFPel F3e(1 59-262)
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Fig. 3.5 A central domain of elF3e is acting as a nuclear excl usion motif.
A G FP fusion of residues from 1 59 to 262 of el F3e was mainly local ized in the
cytoplasm (b). Considering that the similar-sized GFP-el F3e( 1 - 1 58) accumulates
about 1 1 .8% in the n ucleus, elF3e presumably has a nuclear exclusion domain
within the fragment from 1 59 to 262 . % nuclear localization was calculated a s
mean value ± standard deviation . Location of nuclei was highlighted with arrows.
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% Nuclear Localization
71 . 1 ± 7.6

HY5GFP
(a,b} HY5G FPel F3e( 1 -262)
(c,d} HY5G FPel F3e(1 59-262)

IHY5G FP,el l F3e(1 �262}

1

elF3e

262

28.6 ± 5.5
W/ LM B 55.7 ±1 0.6
1 8.9 ± 5.7
W/ LM B 37.3 ± 9.3

HY5GFPel F3e(1 59-262)
HY5GFPel F3e( 1 -262)
W/ LMB
HY5GFPel F3e(1 59-262)
W/ LMB
------ -- �

(d)
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Fig. 3.6 The n uclear excl usion of elF3e is a CRM1 dependent n uclear
export.

Nuclear exclusion activity was tested by fusion to the nuclear protein , HY5 (A}.
Significant amounts of HY5-G FP were excluded from the nucleus by the central
domain of el F3e (a and c). Treatment with leptomycin B (LMB; 1 0nM} inh ibited
the nuclear exclusion suggesting a participation of the nuclear export receptor,
CRM1 (b and d ). % nuclear localization was calculated as mean value ±
standard deviation . Location of nuclei was highlighted with arrows.
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amino acids of Arabidopsis el F3e could drive two different nuclear GFP reporter proteins
into nuclear foci without changing the nucleocytoplasmic localization (Fig. 3.7). Because
this small motif can produce simil ar results with two different nuclear proteins, HY5 and
Ni a, it can be regarded as a speckle-forming motif. The physical appearance of resulting
nuclear speckles is comparable with the simil ar nuclear speckles of COP1 and PHYS,
al though there is yet no evidence of co-localization. Residues 120 to 177 of the COP1
protein are responsible to form COP1 subnuclear foci but there is no obvious sequence
similarity between the speckle-forming motifs of el F3e and COP1 (Stacey and von
Arnim, 1999).
11-5. Overexpression of elF3e produced similar phenotypes as in csn mutants
To investigate the roles of el F3e in plant growth reverse genetic approaches were
employed. For the study of overexpression phenotypes, a dexamethasone (DEX)
inducible promoter system was adopted (Fig. 3.8) to overcome the l ethal effects of
constitutive overexpression of el F3e observed in preliminary experiments. As plants do
not have orthologs of mammalian steroid hormone receptors constitutively expressed,
gl ucocorticoid receptors (GR) with specific DNA binding and transcriptional activation
domains can be used as a molecular switch to turn on the expression of a target
transgene (Fig. 3. 8 A). Activation of the GR is adjustable by controlling the level of the
synthetic steroid hormone dexamethasone (DEX). I t is very useful and efficient way of
transgene regulation although there are some concerns about the l eaky expression of a
transgene in the absence of DEX treatment and the backgrou nd effects of GR
overexpression in Arabidopsis (Kang et al. , 1999).
When seedlin gs transgenic for the chimeric GR and the GR-dependent el F3e gene
were germinated in d arkness, treatment with DEX caused inhibition of hypocotyl length
and opening of cotyledons, which are etiolation d efects characteristic of the csn mutants
(Fig. 3. 8 B and D). Because immunoblot anal ysis using an antibody against el F3e
showed a specific induction of elF3e protein only in the overexpression lines after
treatment with DEX the resul ting dark phenotypes were most likely produced by the
overexpression of el F3e (Fig. 3. 8 C). However, the phenotype in d arkness may also be
a side effect of the high level expression of the GR protein alone. I n addition, a partial
phenocopy of the csn mutant was also seen in l ight grown seedlings after treatment with
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% Nuclear Localization
71 . 1 ± 7.6

(a) HY5GFP
GFPN la

60. 1 ± 8.7

N ia

66.6 ± 1 3.7

(b) el F3e(1 -59)HY5GFP
Nia

(c) elF3e(1 -59)GFPN la

HYSGFP

elF3e(1 -59)HY5GFP

72.5 ± 1 1 . 1

elF3e(1 -59)GFPNla

Fig . 3.7 The N-terminal end of el F3e contains a speckle forming motif.
The N-terminal end could drive two nuclear proteins, HY5 (b) and N ia (c), to
nuclear speckles.
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GR : Glucocorticoid Receptor
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AD : Activation domain
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el F3e

Fig. 3.8 Hypocotyl elongation is inhibited by overexpression of elF3e.
A. A dexamethasone (DEX) inducible promoter system was adopted to
overexpress el F3e. B and D. Seedlings were germinated and grown on the plate
containing 30µM of DEX for 5 days in the dark condition. C. The induction of elF3e
expression was examined by protein blot analysis using an antibody against elF3e.
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DEX, as evidenced by defects in root and shoot meristem growth and an accumulation
of anthocyanin (Fig. 3.9). Severe growth retardation was also observed in a series of
seven -day old seedlings in which elF3e expression was induced by DEX treatment for
up to three days prior to the harvesting on day seven (Fig. 3. 1 O A). If confirmed, these
data would strongly complement the biochemical data on the interaction between el F3e
and the CSN by suggesting that excess elF3e can interfere with CSN activity in
Arabidopsis.
To investigate whether and how changes in the general translation profile contribute
to the el F3e associated growth defects, the translation products of the el F3e
overexpression line and a control line were analyzed
autoradiography after pulse labeling with

by

SOS-PAGE and

35

S-methionine and cysteine (Fig. 3. 1 O B).

Clear alterations in the translation profile were visible with just one day of DEX treatment
in the elF3e overexpression line; meanwhile the overall rate of incorporation of

35

S

amino acids appeared to be unaffected. In seedlings that had been treated for three
days, the overall rate of translation appeared to be augmented. This may reflect a direct
stimulatory effect of elF3e on translation. More likely, however, the higher translation
rate may be an indirect effect of elF3e due to the retarded developmental state of the
three-day treated seedlings.
1 1-6. A defect in shoot apex was caused by co-suppression of elF 3e
The spatial expression pattern of elF3e was examined by immunoblotting with an
el F3e antiserum. The el F3e protein was detected in all organs tested but was enriched
in roots and flowers (Fig 3. 1 1 D). This pattern closely matches that of the elF3h protein
(Chapter 2).
Several independent transg enic lines designed to express GFP tagged elF3e
protein displayed unusual growth phenotypes. Development remained essentially normal
from germination through seedling and early rosette stages. However, around the
transition from vegetative to reproductive development, the co-suppression lines
generated distinct phenotypes (Fig. 3. 1 1 A). During this stage newly produced leaves
were curled and serrated, and remained small. The apical region of the plant became
branched forming several independent shoot apices that each produced a rosette like
structure or abnormal inflorescence. Independent shoot meristem production was
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DEX(+)
WT elF3e Ox

WT I DEX(+)

DEX(-)
WT

elF3e Ox

elF3e Ox / D EX(+)

Fig. 3.9 Overexpression of elF3e prod uces defects in root and
shoot apical growth.

Seedlings were grown on agar MS plates containing 30µM of DEX
for 5 days under continuous light condition.
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Fig. 3.1 0 Protein synthesis is controlled by elF3 regulatory su bunit elF3e.
A. 4-day-old seedlings were divided into 4 groups in the I iquid G M m edium
and grown 3 more days. DEX was added to the each group with one day
interval at a concentration of 1 0µM DEX starting 3 days before harvest. The
labeled num bers above the representative seedlings from each group ind icate
days of DEX treatment. 8 . One hour before harvest 35S-methionine and
cystein were added to trace the newly synthesized proteins
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A

WT

line 1 line 2

GFP-elF3e ....,.
�
elF3e ....,.

D

Fig. 3.1 1 A reductio n in the level of elF3e caused defects in leaf and flower
development.
A. Two independently generated co-suppression plants of el F3e produced
multiple shoot apexes and serrated leaves at the adult stage. Photos were
taken at 25-day-old. B. The same plants in A were used for western analysis
using an antibody against elF3e. Nonspecifically detected protein bands (arrow
head) demonstrate equal loading of total protein extracts. C. Abnormal stamen
development in two Independently originated antisense elF3e plants and the
CSN7 overexpression plant. D. Tissue specific expression pattern of elF3e was
studied by immunoblot analysis. Rt, roots; Lf, rosette leaves; elf, cauline leaves,
St, stem ; Fl, Flowers; Si, siliques.
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observed for up to several months. However, only in rare cases did the plants eventually
flower successfully and set seeds. Accumulation of anthocyanin was observed near the
shoot apex. These growth defects were accompanied by a severely reduced level of
endogenous elF3e, as judged by immunoblot analysis (Fig . 3.1 1 8), while the GFP
elF3e fusion protein remained detectable. Most likely, the loss of elF3e was due to RNA
silencing , although a destabilization of the endogenous elF3e protein by the GFP-elF3e
fusion protein cannot be ruled out. The reduction of endogenous elF3e protein was
detected even at the early seedling stage, when the plants were phenotypically wild-type
( data not shown).
In an independent attempt to downregulate the expression of endogenous elF3e by
co-suppression/RNA silencing, a transgene carrying an antisense elF3e gene was
introduced into wild-type Arabidopsis. Overall, antisense transgenics were wild-type,
except for the flowers. Compared to wild type, flowers of antisense elF3e lines produced
normal sepals, petals, and carpels but an abnormal number of stamens and,
occasionally, partial homeotic changes of stamens into petals (Fig . 3. 1 1 C). Thus, the
apparent downregulation of el F3e affects exactly the same floral organs as a mutation in
the elF3h subunit, although the precise details differ slightly.
Another example of a biological interaction between elF3e and the CSN was seen
in flower development. Similar to the antisensely oriented el F3e lines, a transgene
carrying a GFP-CSN7 fusion was able to cause an increase in stamen number as well
as petaloid stamens (Fig . 3. 1 1 C). This result is consistent with a biological interaction
between el F3e and the CSN, which, if confirmed, would mirror the biochemical
interaction between elF3e and CSN7 (Yahalom et al., 200 1 ).
11-7. Identification of an eif 3e T- DNA insertion mutant
As a first step toward a systematic structure-function analysis of the elF3e subunit
in a multicellular eukaryote, the SALK Institute database of T-DNA insertion lines was
searched and one putative mutant line was identified . Its database annotation predicted
an integration of T-DNA within the third exon of the elF3e gene. This location was
confirmed by genomic PCR with an el F3e gene-specific primer and a T-DNA left border
primer (Fig . 3. 1 2 A and 8) . Because elF3e is a single copy gene in Arabidopsis a T-DNA
integration into a central exon is expected to be a true null allele. Heterozygotes, but no
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Fig. 3.12 Identification of an eif3e T-DNA mutant.
A. A T-DNA is integrated into the third exon of e/F3e gene. Position of
PCI domain is highlighted by underlines. The positions of primers
used for PCR are marked by arrows. B . Integration of T-DNA was
confirmed by PCR with two different sets of primers in line number 2
and 4 as a heterozygous genotype. C. Normal wild-type like
phenotypes of heterozygous eif3e.
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homozygous mutant plants, were identified in a segregating family (Fig. 3.12 C),
consistent with lethality of the homozygous eif3e mutation (data not shown). If
confirmed, this result would indicate a more critical role of the elF3e subunit, as opposed
to the el F3h subunit, at an early stage of plant development.
11-8. Controllable nuclear localization based on the steroid receptor system
It has been suggested that, by attaching the hormone-binding domain (H BD) of the
glucocorticoid receptor (GR) to a target protein, the nucleocytoplasmic localization of the
target protein can be controllable by the treatment with the GR-ligand, DEX (Sablowski
and Meyerowitz, 1998). Specifically, the HBO-fusion protein should be excluded from the
nucleus in the absence of DEX, yet accumulate in the nucleus upon addition of DEX.
However, the actual feasibility of this system had not been tested at the cell biological
level. Therefore, I decided to test this idea by examining the differential trafficking of a
HBD-G FP fusion protein in response to DEX treatment. After transient expression in
onion epidermal cells, the localization pattern of G FP alone was not changed regardless
of DEX treatment. In contrast, the trafficking of HBD-G FP responded to the DEX
treatment (Fig 3.13). In the absence of DEX, the HBD-G FP was excluded from the
nucleus, but when expressed in the presence of 10 micromolar DEX, the HBD-G FP was
transported into the nucleus. In summary, tagging elF3e protein with the HBD will be a
useful strategy to distinguish the roles of elF3e in the cytoplasm, i.e. as a subunit of
elF3, and in the nucleus, as a potential interaction partner of the CSN. Especially if the
HBD-el F3e protein is able to rescue the eif3e mutant phenotype, the role of the nuclear
portion of el F3e can be revealed by comparing the mutant phenotypes of plants in the
presence or absence of the DEX ligand.
Ill. Discussion
111-1. Evidence for elF3e as a mediator of interactions between elF3 and the CSN
The association of el F3e and el F3c during the purification of the CSN raised three
hypotheses: 1) p105/elF3c and p48/eI F3e are subunits of the CSN. 2) they are subunits
of el F3 that also interact with the CSN or its subunits. 3) Co-purification of p105 and p48
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Fig. 3.1 3 DEX controllable system to study the cytoplasmic and
nuclear function of a n ucleocytoplasmic protein.

A. Hormone binding domain (HBD) of glucocorticoid receptor (GR) can
be attached to the target protein ( ex. GFP) t o c ontrol t he I ocalization
pattern by DEX treatment. B. DEX dependent HBD-GFP relocalization
from the cytoplasm into the nucleus was tested transiently in onion
epidermal cells. DMSO was used for mock treatment. GFP alone was
used as a negative control.
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with the CSN may be due to similar fractionation properties of el F3 and the CSN (Karniol
et al., 1998; Yahalom et al., 2001 ). The first hypothesis can be excluded because el F3c
and elF3e clearly copurified with the Arabidopsis and wheat el F3 complexes (Burks et
al., 2001 ). The third hypothesis is also untenable; if elF3e and elF3c were simply
components of a co-purifying el F3, one would expect to find most other subunits of el F3
in the CSN preparation. However, elF3e, elF3c and an elF3h ortholog, were the only
elF3-related proteins that co-purified with the CSN (Karniol et al., 1998). Instead, several
lines of evidence support the second hypothesis (Yahalom et al., 2001 ). For example,
elF3e was present during the CSN purification in approximately equimolar amounts with
other CSN subunits and its interaction with individual CSN subunits could be reproduced
in yeast two-hybrid assays.
Considering that the major localization site of the CSN is in the nucleus (Chamovitz
et al., 1996) and that most of the translational machinery resides in the cytoplasm
(Bohnsack et al., 2002), it is questionable how el F3 subunits can interact with the CSN.
First of all, the nuclear enrichment data presented for the CSN in immunofluorecence
assays (Chamovitz et al., 1996; Staub et al., 1996; Kwok et al., 1998; Fig. 3.2) do not
rule out that a fraction of CSN complexes reside in the cytoplasm. None of four CSN
subunits tested contains a strong nuclear localization signal, although all can enter the
nucleus when fused to GFP (Fig. 3.1; A. von Arnim, unpublished data). More
importantly, while elF3b was localized exclusively in the cytoplasm, as expected for an
el F3 subunit, el F3e was clearly able to enter the nucleus (Fig. 3.1 and 3.2), and the
presence of a putative NLS suggests that el F3e alone or possibly in complex with other
proteins, can enter the nucleus on its own and interact with the CSN there. Although we
have not observed direct binding between el F3h and elF3e, it is plausible that elF3h,
which is excluded from the nucleus as a GFP-fusion (Chapter 2) enters the nucleus in
conjunction with elF3e. The similar localization patterns of elF3e, CSN5, and CSN7
provide further evidence of interactions between them and of a possible role of el F3e as
a transporter for those CSN subunits that do not have any obvious NLS signals or even
the entire CSN. This idea is not unprecedented. In fission yeast it was shown that a
homolog of el F3e, Yin6, is involved in the nuclear transport of a subunit of the 26S
proteasome, RPN5, thereby stimulating the activity of proteasome dependent protein
degradation (Yen et al., 2003).
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Results presented here further indicate that a �uclear export event contributes to
the cellular distribution of GFP -el F3e (Fig. 3.5 and 3. 6). In keeping with this notion,
el F3e was found in cytoplasm and nucleus in root cells, which we know to be derived
primarily from differentiating cells near the root tip (A. von Arnim, pers. communication),
but el F3e was l argely cytoplasmic in protoplasts from the leaves, which are known to be
derived from differentiated mesophyll cells (Fig. 3.2). These data suggest that the
distribution of el F3e may be regulated by cell type specific or developmental factors and
coul d be a signal for the differential control of transl ation.
111-2. Partitioning of elF3e is mediated by intrinsic nuclear import and export
signals

An elevated nuclear local ization of el F3e in root cel ls and predominantly
cytopl asmic l ocal ization in l eaf cells impl ied the existence of nuclear export activity or
cytoplasmic retention by specific partners in Arabidopsis. This hypothesis is in l ine with
the resul t that mammal ian el F3e/l nt6 possesses signals for nuclear import and nuclear
exclusion (Guo and Sen, 2000). H owever it was still not clear what is the NLS sequence
in el F3e/l nt6 and whether el F3e/l nt6 can be transported back to the cytoplasm or
whether simply an inhibition of nuclear import is the main reason for the cytoplasmic
portion of el F3e/l nt6 localization.
PSORT protein sequence analysis predicted a conserved bipartite NLS in the
region N-terminal to the PCI domain, a region suggested to contain the NLS motif in
human el F3e/l nt6 (Fig. 3. 3 and 3.4, Guo and Sen 2000). H ere, the actual nuclear import
activity was demonstrated by testing the small 68 amino acids fragment containing the
suggested NLS motif. I n addition, using site directed mutagenesis, the NLS motif of
Arabidopsis elF3e was mapped to the single region surrounding the sequence
308KKMK311 , ruling out the possibil ity of a classical bipartite NLS (Fig. 3.4). Serial
deletion mutant proteins and GFP fusion analysis confined the middle region of the
Arabidopsis el F3e as the motif responsible for nuclear exclusion (Fig. 3. 5). Subsequent
experiments using H Y5-GFP as a nuclear reporter protein and l eptomycin B (LMB) as a
nuclear export inhibitor suggested that the nuclear export activity is retained within the
central region of elF3e and is dependent on the Arabidopsis CRM1 nuclear export
receptor (Fig. 3. 6 ). The involvement of the central region of el F3e in export activity is
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novel in Arabidopsis considering that the first 20 amino acids were regarded as a
possible nuclear exclusion signal for the human elF3e/lnt6 (Guo and Sen, 2000). Instead
of holding a role as a nuclear export signal (NES) the first 59 amino acids of the
Arabidopsis elF3e contain a speckle-forming motif (Fig.3.7). Although the function of the
nuclear speckles is not well understood, interestingly, physically similar subnuclear
structures are reported especially in regulatory proteins which are components of light
regulated signal transduction pathways. A 57 amino acid motif of COP1 was the only
known speckle-forming motif so far (Stacey and von Arnim, 1 999) and the resulting
nuclear foci may be the site of ubiquitylation for COP1 partner proteins such as HY5,
cryptochrome 1 , and the AFP protein, which is involved in abscisic acid signaling (Ang et
al., 1 998; Wang et al. , 2001 , Lopez-Molina et al., 2003).
Taken together, the nucleocytoplasmic localization of elF3e as revealed by
immunofluorescence and transient expression analysis (Fig. 3. 1 and 3.2), may be
controlled by the intrinsic NLS and NES signals. Differential distribution of elF3e may
control its efficiency as a positive or negative cofactor of translation. Alternatively , the
nucleocytoplasmic transport ability of el F3e may modulate the function of other cellular
pathways such as protein degradation maintained by another PCI complex, either the
1 9S proteasome or the CSN. As mentioned earlier, studies on fission yeast elF3e/Yin6
suggested its role in nuclear transport of the RPN5 subunit of the 1 9S proteasome (Yen
et al. , 2003), and an essential role of another CSN interactive partner, elF3c, in nuclear
transport was suggested in budding yeast _(Gu et al., 1 992).

111-3. Partitioning of elF3e controls development in Arabidopsis by regulating
translation
While forward and reverse genetic studies on the CSN have shown a role as a
master regulator of multiple developmental pathways in Arabidopsis, probably by
controlling the stability of target proteins, no mutant research on any CSN interactive
subunit of elF3, except elF3h, has been reported so far. Dexamethasone controllable
transgenic lines are especially useful when unregulated transgene expression may
inhibit critical early steps in development such as embryogenesis (Fig . 3.8 A). Indeed,
preliminary data from an eif3e null-allele suggest an embryo lethal phenotype. Several
early attempts to generate el F3e overexpression lines failed suggesting a detrimental
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effect of el F3e accumulation in Arabidopsis. However, when overexpression of el F3e
was induced for five days during germination, this p roduced developmental defects
reminiscent of the csn mutants. It incl uded an inhibition of hypocotyl el ongation in dark
grown seedlings, accumulation of anthocyanin in light condition, and reduced meristem
activities at the shoot and root apices (Fig. 3. 8 and 9). A gradual inhibitory effect of
el F3e induction by DEX treatment supported the close relationship between the resulting
phenotypes and the level of el F3e expression (Fig. 3. 10 A). Interestingl y DEX inducible
antisense expression of el F3e produced no effect on seedling development in
Arabidopsis (data not shown). Assuming that the antisense constru ct was effective in
suppressing elF3e expression, this result suggests that a minimal amount of elF3e is
sufficient to maintain the activities of el F3e during seedling development, i. e. after
completion of embryogenesis. This is partly consistent with results obtained with
unregul ated elF3e co-suppression or antisense repression l ines, which produced no
distinguishable phenotypes during earl y seedling development but defects in
differentiation or stamen production only at the adult stage of Arabidopsis development
(Fig. 3. 10 and 11). Because an increased number of stamens as well as homeotic
changes of stamens into petal -like structures in el F3e repression lines are
phenotypically identical to those of CSN7 overexpression lines it is plausible that the
interaction between the CSN and el F3e is involved in the stamen development (Fig. 3. 11
C). I n favor of this notion, a reduction of stamen numbers has been reported in the mild
csn and eif3h mutants (Fig. 2. 6; X. Wang et al. , 2003).

Stimulation of de novo protein synthesis by overexpression of el F3e demonstrated
a role of elF3e as a regulatory component in translation, although it is not clear whether
el F3e promotes general protein synthesis or induces translation of specific target
mRNAs (Fig . 3. 10 B). H owever, considering that the intensities of individual induced
protein bands are not proportional to those of uninduced or vector control l ines, the
increased protein level after the el F3e overexpression might be caused by translational
stimulation of selected mR NAs. Similarly a specific regulatory role of el F3e during
translation rather than as a general subunit of el F3 has been suggested in both fission
yeast and budding yeast (Bandyopadhyay et al. , 2000; Akiyoshi et al . , 2001; Shalev et
al. , 2001).
Given that el F3e contains a functional NLS and NES, the nucl eocytopl asmic
distribution of el F3e may regulate translation of target mR NAs by switching on and off
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the activity of el F3. This mechanism may be unique to multicellular organisms because
in yeasts el F3e/lnt6 is located in the cytoplasm all the time (Crane et al., 2000;
Bandyopadhyay et al., 2000). Actually, there is no conserved NLS sequence in yeast
el F3e/lnt6 (Fig. 3.3).
Based on the available data, a working model can be presented (Fig. 3.14).
According to this model increased nuclear localization, or departure from the cytoplasmic
sites, of elF3e may promote the activity of cell division and elongation. These activities
are postulated to be inhibited when elF3e is overexpressed. One prediction from this
model is that overexpressed el F3e breaks the balance of el F3e localization between the
cytoplasm and the nucleus, perhaps because of saturation of the specific transport
machinery. In contrast, cytoplasmic retention of el F3e is predicted to promote cell
differentiation, by stimulating the translation of specific target mRNAs. One might
speculate that el F3e targets specific mRNAs such as HYS or ATB2 in cooperation of
el F3h. Excessive accumulation of el F3e in the cytoplasm may cause sequestering of the
CSN subunits in the cytoplasm and preventing their targeting into the nucleus, thereby
inhibiting the function of the CSN. The similarity between elF3e overexpression and csn
mutants is consistent with this idea. Furthermore, stimulated nuclear export or
accumulation of el F3e in the cytoplasm may be required to initiate and control
differentiation of Arabidopsis as evidenced by the undifferentiated multiple meristems
seen in the el F3e co-suppression lines. The fine tuning of the exact distribution of el F3e
may depend on an integration of environmental and developmental signals of the cells.
IV. Methods
IV-1 . Growth condition and mutant isolation

Arabidopsis Columbia ecotype grown at conditions as described elsewhere (Stacey
et al., 1999) was used as materials. T-ONA mutants were identified from the SALK T
ONA insertion library (http://signal.salk.edu/cgi-bin/tdnaexpress). An integration of T
ONA into e/F3e gene was confirmed by PCR using a gene specific primer, 5'-GAA AAT
GTT CCA ATC TGT GGA TCC AAC AT-3' and a left border specific primer, 5' -TGG TTC
ACG ATG TGG GCC ATC G-3'. For the time-course effects of dexamethasone
treatment and for in vivo labeling, Arabidopsis seedlings were incubated in 24-well
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Fig. 3.1 4 A proposed role of the interaction between elF3 and the CSN .

Increased nuclear import activity of el F3e may promote the cell d ivision and
elongation , which is inhibited when elF3e is overexpressed . Stimulated nuclear
exclusion may be required to control differentiation.
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microplates containing liquid medium supplemented by 1 X strength Murashige-Skoog
(MS) salts, pH 5. 7 and 1 % sucrose. After the indicated time Trans [35 S] Label (ICN
Biomedical) was added and incubated for 1 hour before harvest with gentle shaking at a
concentration of 40 µCi/ml . Protein extraction and autoradiography methods were
mentioned in Chapter 2. Dexamethasone (Sigma) was dissolved in DMSO. Leptomycin
B (LMB) dissolved in ethanol with nitrogen gas was a gift from Minoru Yoshida
(University of Tokyo). Onion tissue was treated with leptomycin B beginning di rectly after
bombardment for 1 2 hours in direct contact with a filter paper wetted by MS medium.
Digital image processing was done as described in Chapter 2.
IV-2. lmmunofluorescence and Transient expression
The procedure for protoplast isolation and immunofluorescence assay was similar
to a previously published procedure (Staub et al. , 1 996) . Root or leaf protoplasts were
isolated from eight-day-old wild-type or �-glucuronidase-transgenic seedlings. After
fixation to microscope slides, affinity-pu rified primary antibodies against el F3e, el F3b
(Yahalom et al. , 2001 ) or CSN7 (FUS5) (Karniol et al. , 1 998) were applied at a dilution of
1 : 1 00. The anti-�-glucuronidase antibody (Molecular Probes) was used at 1 :500 dilution .
The secondary antibody was a goat anti-rabbit immunoglobulin antibody conjugated with
fluorescein, which was used at a 1 :200 dilution. Protoplasts were mounted with Slow
Fade antifade reagent (Molecular Probes) containing 1 µg/ml of DAPI (4' , 6-diamidino-2phenylindole).
For the transient assay, GFP fusion proteins were expressed from the GFP cloning
vector pAVA31 9 or pAVA393 (von Arnim et al. , 1 998) in onion epidermal cel ls by using
particle bombardment. YFP fusions were constructed by replacing G FP into YFP. The
relative nuclear and cytoplasmic localization

was determined by quantitative

fluorescence measurement (Stacey et al. , 1 999; von Arnim et al. , 1 998). The location of
the nucleus was determined under brightfield illumination . At least 1 5 cells were
analyzed for each G FP fusion protein.
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IV-3. Molecular cloning
Amino acids sequencing of the CSN associated proteins identified corresponding
ESTs and then cDNAs containing full coding regions for el F3e, el F3b, and el F3c
(Karniol et al . , 1998; Yahal om et al . , 2001 ). The cDNAs of CSN5 and CSN7 were
described elsewhere (Kwok et al . , 1998; Karniol et al . , 1999). Del etion mutant
el F3e(260-328) was constructed using primers, 5' -CTG CTC ATG ACG AGA TCT GCT
TIC ATI GTC AAC-3' and 5'-GTI CTA GAC CTC AAC TCG CTI GCC AA-3' . Del etion
mutant el F3e(159-262) was ampl ified by primers 5' -TAT CTC ATG AAG AGA TCT ACC
CTG TGC TCT AAC CTI G-3' and p262, 5'-CCT CTA GAT TAT CAT GAA AGC AGT
TGC CAA GTA GC-3' . Deletion mutant el F3e(1- 158) was made with the following
primers; pAVA67, 5'-CGA TCA TGA AGA GAT CTA AAC AGA ACT ATG AC-3' and 5'
AAT CTA GAG GCT CAT GAT CCT GTA CTG GTA AAG AT-3' . Deletion mutant
el F3e(1-202) was constructed using pAVA67 and 5' -CTG TCT AGA GTA CTA TGA AAA
ACT CTI TGA GTC-3' as primers. Deletion mutant el F3e(1-262) was ampl ified using
pAVA67 and p262 as primers. The amino terminal fragment el F3e(1-59) and the
remaining carboxyl region, el F3e(60-441), were prepared by Nco I digestion of a plasmid
containing a full l ength el F3e cDNA.
Site directed mutagenesis of el F3e was performed by PCR and anneal ing methods.
Briefly, in round 1, two fragments upstream and downstream from the mutation point
were ampl ified independently using primers that each incorporates the desired mutation.
The PCR products were designed to overl ap by about 30 basepairs around the mutated
region in order to anneal to each other at the next step. A second round of PCR was
templ ated using the annealed products of round 1. This way one can synthesize the
entire length of el F3e but containing point mutations. To incorporate R267S and R269S

mutations, the two mutagenic primers for round 1 were; 5'-TIG TCA ACA AAA GCA
GAA GCC CAC AAT TGA AAG AAT TCA TIA-3' and 5'- TTT CAA TIG TGG GCT TCT
GCT TIT GTI GAC AAT GAA AGC AGT TG-3'. To make K308T and K309T mutations,
5'-TIG ATG GGG CTC AAA CGA CGA TGA AAG AGT GTG AAG AGG TCA-3' and 5'
TCA CAC TCT TIC ATC GTC GTI TGA GCC CCA TCA AAG TCA TA-3' were used as
primers.
To generate chemically inducible el F3e transgenes, the full coding region of el F3e
was ampl ified with primers, 5'-GAG TCT AGA GTC GAC ATG GAG GAA AGC AAA
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CAG-3' and 5'-AAA CTC GAG CTA GCG AGT TGC TTG CGC-3', and inserted in the
sense or antisense orientation into pTA7002 (a gift from Nam-Hai Chua ( Rockefeller
University)). The hormone binding domain (HBO) of the glucocorticoid receptor (G R)
was amplified on pTA7002 using 5'-GCG GGA TCC ATG GGG ATT CAG CAA GCC
ACT GCA G-3' and 5'-GCT CTA GAT AGA TCT TTT TTG ATG AAA CAG AAG CT-3' as
primers and inserted upstream of GFP in plasmid pAVA393. Antisense el F3e gene lines
were generated by replacing GFP coding region of pAVA31 9 with antisensely oriented
el F3e full length coding region .
IV-4. Transgenic plants
Agrobacterium strain GV31 01 containing binary plasmids derived from pBI N 1 9 or
pTA7002 was used to transform Arabidopsis Columbia ecotype as described in Chapter
2. Homozygous families (T3 generation) harboring recombinant DNA of GFP-e1 F3e,
antisense oriented e1 F3e, and GFP-CSN7 were selected using kanamycin (50 µg/ml)
and T3 families homozygous for el F3e overexpression alleles and empty vector
(pTA7002) control lines were isolated on plates containing hygromycin (30 µg/ml) .
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CHAPTER 4. CONCLU DING REMARKS
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Compared to the limited information on biochemical properties of el F3 regarding
general translation initiation (Phan et al., 1 998; Chaudhu ri et al. , 1 999), almost nothing
has been reported about the potential regulatory function of el F3 at the genetic or cell
biological level. This project focused on the el F3e and h subunits because these two had
previously shown possible interactions with the CSN, orig inally known as a negative
regulator of photomorphogenesis. This interaction suggested a signal transduction event
between the protein synthesis mach inery (el F3) and, in light of recent data (Lyapina et
al ., 2001 ; Zhou et al., 2003), the protein turnover machinery (CSN) (Karniol et al ., 1 998;
Yahalom et al. , 2001 ). In addition preliminary evidence implied that misregulation of
mammalian el F3e and 3h is involved in tumorigenesis perhaps by loss of control over
translation initiation (Watkins and Norbu ry, 2002).
In Chapter 2 functions of Arabidopsis el F3h were described using genetics and
biochemistry. Consistent with the previous result of elF3h's biochemical co-purification
as an el F3 component (Burks et al ., 2001 ), el F3h was associated with subunits of el F3
and furthermore with the CSN subunits in vivo and in vitro. The loss of el F3h did not
noticeably affect the overall composition of el F3, nor did it alter the efficiency of overall
translation , indicating dispensability of this subunit in exercising the basal function of
el F3. Ho\Yever, the appearance and disappearance of specific protein bands in the eif3h
mutant background, without a concomitant change in protein ubiquitination, suggests a
possible involvement of el F3h in the gene specific translational reg ulation . To examine
changes in translational activity upon loss of elF3h , a transient double-luciferase reporter
assay was developed and focused on untranslated regions of specific target mRNAs. It
was found that the 5' leader sequence of the sugar regulated bZip transcription factor,
ATB2 ( Rook et al. , 1 998a), was translationally repressed when the elF3h subunit was
knocked out. Poor ATB2 translation coincided with sugar and ASA hypersensitive
phenotypes of eif3h. Other possible target mRNAs controlled by el F3h include the 5'
leader sequences of CAB2 and HY5 mRNAs. This is the first indication that elF3
performs a regulatory function in translation of a specific set of mRNAs. The controlled
translation of ATB2 and other target mRNAs is likely important to mai ntain growth and
development of Arabidopsis, as suggested by the pleiotropic morphological or
biochemical phenotypes of the eif3h mutant. Some of the produced phenotypes are
similar to those of the csn mutants, thus supplementing the earlier biochemical
interaction data between el F3 and the CSN with genetic data.
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In Chapter 3 cell biological studies of the Arabidopsis el F3e protein proved dynamic
transport activities of el F3e, which was also independently suggested by other g roups
during their studies of mammalian el F3e/lnt6 (Guo et al. , 1 999) and fission yeast
el F3e/Yin6 (Yen et al., 2003). The experimentally identified nuclear localization signal
and CRM 1 /XPO1 dependent nuclear export signal in the Arabidopsis el F3e indicate an
active mechanism of nucleocytoplasmic distribution of el F3e and a dynamic composition
of the el F3 protein complex in Arabidopsis. Because el F3 subunits follow distinct
expression patterns during cereal development and heat shock stress (Gallie et al . ,
1 998), and considering that the stoichiometric pu rification of the eleven Arabidopsis el F3
subunits was performed using uniform cell suspension culture cells (Burks et al . , 2001 ) ,
it i s plausible to assume that the composition of e l F3 with regards to the other six non
core subunits is specifically regulated by differential gene expression and by spatially
controlled localization as suggested for el F3e. el F3 may be a heterogeneous complex
and may function differently depending on whether el F3h or el F3e are present.
An apparent regulatory role of el F3h and possibly of el F3e during translation raises
questions about how they can affect 5' leader sequences of only a certain set of mRNAs
and what mRNAs are regu lated by el F3h and el F3e. One of the features found in the 5'
leader sequences of ATB2 and HY5 mRNAs was one or more upstream open reading
frames (uORFs). Efficient translation of mRNAs containing uORFs may require el F3h
although this is not yet proven. Alternatively, other untranslated sequence motifs within
the 5' leader of an mRNA may be recognized by sequence-specific RNA binding
proteins that relay regulatory information to el F3h. The sugar dependent differential
translation of the ATB2 gene implies that a thi rd factor is involved in signal transfer from
the sensing of sugar concentration to the down-regulation of specific target proteins.
Perhaps the CSN resides in this line of signal transduction . Mutational analysis of the 5'
leader of ATB2 mRNA could be used to find the responsible seq uence motif. RNA
protein cross-linking using el F3h dependent 5' leaders as a bait could identify bound
regulatory proteins. The identification of additional el F3h dependent target mRNAs is
obviously going to be helpful to understand the regulatory mechanism underlying el F3mediated translation. The initial morphological and biochemical characterization of the
eif3h mutant already suggested many pos�ible target cellular processes such as

hormone signaling and development of root, shoot, and stamen. However the
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comprehensive identification of target mRNAs regulated via el F3 will require genomic or
proteomic approaches.
As proposed in Chapter 3 ( Fig. 3.14), a nucleocytoplasmic transport activity of
el F3e adds to the diversity of regulatory mechanisms of el F3. Differential localization of
elF3e may affect translation itself (Guo et al. , 2000) or modulate the activity of other PCI
complexes independent of translation ( Yen et al., 2003). However, in contrast to no
discernable effect on translation with a conditional el F3e/Yin6 knockout mutant of fission
yeast, overexpression of el F3e changed the pattern of translation in Arabidopsis. The
identification of a NLS and NES in elF3e will enable us to examine the role of elF3e
exclusively within the nucleus and in the cytoplasm by constructing specific mutants by
site-directed mutagenesis and introducing them into the eif3e knockout mutant. A
cytoplasmic localized mutant has already been generated and tested in onion epidermal
cells ( Fig. 3.4). I t may also be possible to generate an exclusively nuclear el F3e protein
by better defining and mutating the NES, or by using a DEX controllable HBD fusion of
el F3e ( Fig. 3.13).
The interaction between el F3 and the CSN was established within this study in
collaboration with others (Yahalom et al., 2001). However, mechanistic insight into the
interaction is still enigmatic (Hoareau Alves et al., 2002). One can speculate that
crosstalk between PCI complexes promises a rapid and cost-effective regulatory
mechanism for protein expression, since all three PCI complexes are involved in the
control of protein amounts by synthesis or destruction. Considering the pleiotropic and
sometimes lethal phenotypes of PCl-complex mutants, selection of weak alleles of PCl
complex mutants, preferentially mutants that interfere with the biochemical interaction
between PCI complexes, might be useful to study the contribution of PCl-complex
interactions in signal transduction. In parallel with gene regulation at the levels of
transcription and posttranslational protein modification, it is increasingly emphasized that
translational control occupies one important regulatory mechanism. Our next challenge
will be the elucidation of those mechanisms.
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